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Hahn legacy lives on 
Erik Wahl 
Staff Writer 
Business students are quickly moving 
from the classroom to the real world thanks to 
the late Ernest Hahn. 
During February a USD alumnus Samuel 
Marascocontacted Dr. Whitney, acting dean 
of the Business School about a proposal. He 
requested that a team of graduate students be 
assembled to perform a market reassessment 
of a local shopping center trading area. 
The project was an extensive "live" case 
study which involved several marketing is­
sues. Dr. John Ronchetto, who integrated 
this project into other experiential exercises 
in his services marketing course, stated, "The 
project is truly immense, it covers many 
aspects of marketing into a single undertak­
ing." The objective was to define the overall 
marketing problem. The customer data was 
then gathered via mall intercepts, telephone 
contacts and interviews with the mall's retail 
tenants. Finally, the marketing and capital 
expenditure recommendations were to be 
given to the property owners and managers of 
the shopping center. 
Since the shopping center served both eth­
nically and culturally diverse retail shoppers, 
the team that the University assembled needed 
to be particularly sensitive to the variety of 
different product needs and consumer tastes. 
The graduate team consisted of multinational 
students with French, Japanese and Indian 
backgrounds who were well-suited to deal 
with the multicultural aspects of the project. 
Team members include Stephanie Blaise, Stu 
Gimber, Donna Stipp, Meher Saran, Kelly 
Quinlan, Jean-Christophe Magnin and 
Whitney Bouma. 
see HAHN on page 3 
Cheating is on the rise as 
students feel the pressure 
Tanya Rodrigues 
Staff Writer 
Academic pressure is never 
higher than in these last few weeks 
of school. Scholarships require 
specific grade-point averages, 
sometimes putting thousands of 
dollars on the line for the sake of 
one "A" or "B." If the pressure is 
not financial, it is certainly per­
sonal, for it deals with one's fu­
ture. 
As a result of these pressures, 
students often take the wrong way 
out of a difficult situation: cheat­
ing. Cheating takes many forms, 
whether plagiarizing a paper or 
copying a fellow student's test. In 
the light of their desperation, stu­
dents can be naive about the dire 
effects of cheating at USD. As a 
result, these students overlook the 
consequences and commit this 
serious offense. 
While there has not been a spe­
cific rise in the number of those 
being disciplined for cheating, 
there has been an increase in com­
plaints of cheating from victim­
ized students. 
According to AS Secretary of 
Academics Noelle Starek, "These 
students have been put in difficult 
positions by their friends and 
classmates. They don't want to 
be taken advantage of, but they 
don't want their friends to get into 
trouble over it either." 
Starek relates that, through AS 
Academics, students can anony­
mously register complaints about 
incidents of cheating. Through 
this system, the cheaters are ex­
tremely vulnerable. Said Starek, 
"If you cheat, you're at the mercy 
of the other students who actually 
do the work." 
When a student is suspected of 
cheating, the issue is brought be­
fore the Academic Integrity Board 
of whichever department the 
cheatingoccuredin. For example, 
one such board consists of Asso­
ciate Dean Mitch Malachowski 
of Arts and Sciences, Starek and 
three other faculty members. They 
determine whether dishonest be­
havior has taken place, and de­
cide what the specific conse­
quences will be. Officially, con­
sequences for cheating include 
receiving an "F" grade for the 
class, taking another course to 
fulfill the required units, possi­
bly repeating the original course 
and having censure placed in 
your academic file. Upon a 
second offense, expulsion from 
the school is the only option. 
Although there has been ap­
proximately ten cases of cheat­
ing brought before the Aca­
demic Integrity Board, Dean 
see CHEAT on page 2 
No saints, just 
honor students 
Special to the VISTA 
The Theological and Religious Studies 
department inducted nine new members into 
Theta Alpha Kappa, an Honors Society for 
religious and theological studies, on April 15. 
TAK is comprised of students and profes­
sors from 77 colleges and universities across 
the United States who have been elected to 
membership upon the basis of excellence. 
The nine new members have completed a 
minimum of 12 units in Religious Studies/ 
Theology; earned at least a 3.5 grade average 
in the discipline; cumulative grade average of 
at least 3.0 and a standing in the upper 35 
percent of his or her class in scholarship. 
see HONOR on page 4 
Parking 
caution** 
The VISTA reported two weeks ago 
that $250 tickets were being issued at the 
east entrance of campus. Citations issued 
before April 15 will be dismissed at the 
SDPD Western Division. 
However, the city has now officially 
made the area a bike lane and is clearly 
painted. Do not park there. 
The city nor the VISTA will pay the 
ticket. 
Fortune of the day: 
"Park here and get a ticket." 
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Students display 
a day in the life 
Julie Lautaud 
Special to the VISTA 
Spring for many means flowers, sun 
and the return of baseball. But, spring 
has also brought an exhibition of US D' s 
artistic prowess to the confines of Serra 
Hall. 
"A Day in the Life," sponsored by 
AS Cultural Arts and the USD Art De­
partment, is an exhibit of USD student 
art work, including paintings, draw­
ings, sculptures, photography and com­
puter art. 
About 36 artists participated in the 
exhibit. They are all members of the 
USD community and include USD art 
majors, minors and other students who 
have either taken art classes, or who 
simply derive pleasure from expressing 
their artistic abilities through painting, 
drawing, sculpting or photography. 
The idea for the AS sponsored stu­
dent art exhibit surfaced in the Spring 
of 1992. Actual planning for the the 
student art gallery started in February, 
1993. For the past three months, Direc­
tor of Cultural Arts Jen Sporl, and com­
mittee members Catherine Potter ,Lynde 
Boothroyd and Allison Dalley, have 
been working closely with John Halaka, 
assistant professor in the USD Art De­
partment who is acting as advisor for 
the student art gallery. 
see ART on page 3 
The VISTA examines 
Multiculturalism 
on campus. 
Slick Willy bashing, the PC Ge­
stapo on the lose and a bunch of 
kooky letters. What else could you 
want? 
see pages 13-14 
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AROUND THE WORLD 
Mmm"-
Where's Waldo? 
• Voters in Russia seemed to have indi­
cated their faith in Boris Yeltsin is based 
on his moves to continue reform in that 
country. 
Russians went to the polls Sunday to par­
ticipate in the first national referendum since 
the collpase of the Soviet Union. Low turn­
out rates, however, are not expected to help 
resolve the growing power struggle between 
Yeltsin and the hardline Parliament. Yet, 
confidence is high as demonstrated in a sur­
vey of 8,000 urban and rural voters con­
ducted by Voter Research and Surveys. In 
the poll, 65 percent of voters expressed con­
fidence in Yeltsin and 58 percent approved of 
his reforms. Fourty-four percent of those 
surveyed wished for early presidential elec­
tions and 76 percent for early Parliment elec­
tions. 
Yeltsin hopes to be able to rewrite the old 
Communist constitution. 
• Pope John Paul II traveled to the Balkan 
state of Albania on Sunday in an effort to 
reinvigorate the Roman Catholic Church 
and general religious freedom. 
The Pope congratulated Albanians for over­
turning their nation's hardline Communist 
rule, which had resulted in the merciless 
persecution of all religions. He ordained four 
bishops as administrators for a newly re­
opened church in Albania. 
ABOUT THE NATION ACROSS THE STATE 
• Hundreds of thousands of gays and 
lesbians gathered in Washington D.C. to 
partake in a six-hour march and demon­
stration on Sunday. 
The demonstrators were accompanied by 
friends and family members in the demands 
for an end to discrimination and increased 
activity in the war against AIDS. The March 
on Washington for Lesbian, Gay and 
Bi[Sexual] Equal Rights and Liberation drew 
over 300,000 participants. It was a very 
peaceful day save for a few angry speakers, 
but the the overall angry tones that infect 
many other demonstrations were not present. 
Many heterosexual supporters joined in 
the demonstration. Among the groups repre­
sented was Parents and Friends of Lesbians 
and Gays. Many of these groups displayed 
signs reading "Straight but not narrow" and 
"I love my gay son." 
Even members of the military showed up 
to show their support for the movement. Said 
one Korean vet: "When I was young, I had to 
be in the closet I hope we will be the last 
generation to have to do that." 
• A report recently released by the FBI 
stated that the number of serious crimes in 
1992 had diminished compared to 1991. 
But the number of violent crimes, includ­
ing murder, robberies, rape and aggravated 
assault remained steady. 
You 
are here 
• It was revealed Sunday in the Los Ange­
les Times that Music Center President 
Esther Wachtell received political contri­
butions from the Center. 
According to the article, Wachtell's former 
vice president reimbursed her political con­
tributions with funds from the Music Center. 
From 1988 to 1991, Wachtell sought repay­
ment for $4,000 in donations made to Gov. 
Pete Wilson, Mayor Tom Bradley and Los 
Angeles County Supervisors Mike 
Antonovich and Ed Edelman. Evidence point­
ing to the unscrupulous activities was re­
cently uncovered in various records and in­
terviews. 
Experts in the area of law concerning tax-
exempt agencies noted that the reimburse­
ments could violate federal tax law if the 
intent was to compensate an employee for 
political contributions. "It's a specifically 
prohibited act," said Internal Revenue Ser­
vice spokesman Rob Giannangeli. 
• Gov. Pete Wilson and Sen. Dianne 
Feinstein appeared before the Defense Base 
Closing and Realignment Commission on 
Sunday to protest California base closings. 
Wilson and Feinstein insisted that the 10-
base closings would be economically unfair 
and strategically unwise. They repeatedly 
stressed on the already weak California 
economy. 
CHEAT 
continued from page 1 
Malachowski believes there is a serious prob­
lem in that much more unreported cheating 
occurs. For one, teachers might not have 
proof, nor feel it necessary to take the matter 
to such an extent. Secondly, the teacher 
might not even be aware of the situation. 
When asked what bothers him the most 
about the cheating situation, Malachowski 
replied, "The acceptance of cheating seems 
to be a culture passed on from class to class. 
Incoming students see it as acceptable or not 
so bad. Although they might know it is 
wrong, they tend to rationalize." 
Malachowski continued, "We need to 
inculturate students into the belief that this 
situation should not be unacceptable to only 
the faculty, but to the students themselves." 
He suggested that during Freshmen Orienta­
tion, the faculty and students involved could 
be more active on the issue of academic 
integrity. The importance of integrity and the 
value system at USD could be defined. An­
other idea is to mention the consequences of 
cheating in every course's syllabus. In this 
way, the teachers sould be more direct in 
explaining what can be done in a circum­
stance of cheating. 
S U R F W A T C H  
ed kotnik 
Resident Wave-ologisl 
hair by ed 
hair by ed is serious, 
ask these people if you are curious 
BARION BIANCJ, ETHAN MAXON, BRIAN MITCHEII, IAN 
Robb, ERik WAHI, CHRIS Holub, GREG HARNESS, 
CHRIS Wcx>, BRAIN COFFEE, MATT RUEI, RICH MATHEWS, 
Tocid CoopER, MATT HoRtczko, TOM FROST, AdAM, 
STEVE CHAkMAkiAN. JOSH STONE, WERNER OiRNdT, 
RyAN Could, ANdy SHUTAk, KEVIN McSwEENEy, MikE 
KWEE, PAM, ERIC RoEbER, JOSH PiNkERTON, JAyScHuhz, 
PHII MAISTREIIIS, MikE MuRpny, JONAS PRICE, DAVE 
TAyloR, BRIAN DREIESHARC1(SP?), Cnuck, MARk MINICIE, 
MikE HENN, MikE PARduN, SCOTT SpoRER, ERik 
FORSEII, TOM HAIMOS, IVAN GARCIA, CRAIG DOMINI, 
ANdy, DAVE, NATE ROF.HIQ, MARk SCHOIART, JOHN 
"LupER", BRUCE DUNN, KATE PARSONS, MEAQAN BAkiR, 
EdSidES, BRIANO'CONNER, DAVEFOUTS, JOHN"KURGEN", 
TOM NEVIIIE, CFIESIE SOMMA, ANNA WillARd, MikE 
DAlty, JASON ORlANdo, DAVEZLACKET, CyRil VICJERGAR, 
GEOFF VANdERHydE, ANGEIICAROMERO, MATT GARCJNER 
ANd SOME OTHERS.. 260-SOLV 
"SUN CHILD, if you're going to wear something... 
San Dlago-Hawail-Boulder 
for the facta (619) 260-8875 
" 
LJ 
Weather and Surf Forecast 
Weather for The Day on Saturday will 
prove to be a far cry from last year's rain. 
Skies will be mostly sunny with early morn­
ing clearing. The nice weather can be 
attributed to a weak hi pressure system 
which will enter the San Diego area by 
Friday afternoon. Sea breezes will cool 
temperatures to create a comfortable atmo­
sphere around 70 degrees. Sunday is ex­
pected to be warmer and once again the 
weekend will provide plenty of "study 
break" weather. 
As far as the surf is concerned, the west 
swell of three to five feet should hold strong 
through most of the weekend as there is 
another storm brewing off the coast of 
California. Water temperature is presently 
around sixty-four degrees and hopefully it 
is on the rise. Sea breezes will cause the 
waves to deteriorate during the mid-days so 
The Day (All day Caft: Asylum on the 
soccer field) is a great alternative to the surf. 
Tides for the weekend: 
LOW TIDE HIGH TIDE 
AM Ht PM Ht AM Ht PM Ht 
F 11:35 0.1 4:43 4.5 6:16 4.8 
Sa 12:15 1.4 12:25 0.1 6:05 4.6 6:55 5.4 
Su 1:14 0.5 1:09 0.2 7:10 4.7 7:33 6.0 
Any questions or comments? Please 
submit your ideas to the News Mailbox in 
the VISTA Office attention: ed's Surf 
Watch. Thanks, ed kotnik. 
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Greek leaders smile for the camera 
Special to the VISTA 
Lights, camera, action ... Nine USD greek 
leaders recently took center stage as they 
starred in the first national promotional video 
on greek life. 
The National InterFraternity Conference, 
based in Indianapolis, is producing the video 
to be used as a recruiting tool for Panhellenic 
and InterFraternity Council rush in the United 
States and Canada. 
San Diego was selected as one of the three 
settings for the video because it is "nice and 
green and sunny... and it offers three diverse 
greek organizations within close proximity," 
said Craig Peterson, director of campus ser­
vices at NIC. 
The eight-minute video will feature frater­
nities at Auburn University, Ohio State Uni­
versity, San Diego State University, UC San 
Diego and USD. Each university was chosen 
because of its unique greek system and di­
verse focus of interests. 
"USD was selected because of its small 
campus environment and the fact that it is 
unhoused," Peterson said. USD fraternities 
and sororities are among 60 percent of all 
universities which are unhoused, meaning 
that the traditional fraternity houses are not 
allowed on campus. 
SDSU is a large, housed system and is 
featured because it instituted a successful 
adopt-a-school community service program 
thatisaboutto be initiated nationwide. UCSD, 
on the other hand, has a strong academic 
focus and is very culturally diverse. 
The goal of the video is to appeal to the 
"maybe joiners," who consist of high school 
juniors and seniors and college undergradu­
ates who know nothing about the greek sys­
tem. "We hope that the video will be shown 
at college fairs, by admissions counselors, by 
high school counselors, at parent and new 
student orientations and at IFC and Panhel­
lenic informationals," Peterson said. 
"The video tries to break down the stereo­
types and show that all different types of 
people are in sororities and fraternities," said 
Eve Fromberg, USD Panhellenic president 
and Alpha Phi member. "We're all not Alpha 
Betas and Omega Moos like 'Revenge of the 
Nerds' suggests." 
Unlike the Hollywood movie, the video 
shows "normal people doing normal stuff," 
like playing pool and typing in the computer 
lab, said Kim Padulo, associate director of 
Student Activities at USD. 
The participants from USD are Fromberg, 
IFC President and Sigma Chi member Mor­
gan Lanchantin, and one representative from 
each sorority and fraternity: Julie Chavez 
(Gamma Phi Beta), Christian Cranmer (Al­
pha Phi), Shannon McDaniel (Zeta Tau Al­
pha), Ashley Young (Alpha Delta Pi), TJ 
Burke (Sigma Pi), Steve Chucri (Delta Tau 
Delta) and Scott Jacoby (Phi Kappa Theta). 
This diverse group of greeks seemed to 
interact better than those in the other featured 
campuses. 'These students really know each 
other ... like a family ... and they seem so 
sincere," Peterson said. 
This venture is a 530,000 project spon­
sored by the NIC and the Fraternity Execu­
tives Association. "These organizations felt 
such a strong need for a recruiting tool like 
this that they funded the project from their 
budgets," Peterson said. 
The number of students entering the greek 
community has reached a plateau. "In order 
to get numbers to increase again, we have to 
change our method of recruitment," Peterson 
said. "By creating this video, we are allowing 
non-greek students to see what greek life is all 
about with their own eyes, which will get 
them to join." 
"I'm not sure how much the video will 
increase the number of people going through 
rush," Fromberg said. "But if nothing else, it 
will be educational and will help to create a 
more posiuve attitude towards greeks, and 
that is enough for me." 
The video should be completed by June, 
just in time for the incoming fall freshmen. 
| HAHN 
continued, from page 1 
The team accomplished several impor­
tant short-term goals. The demographic 
characteristics of the mall, located in the 
Lemon Grove Plaza, have changed over 
the past five years; therefore, a more cur­
rent customer profile was developed. Sec­
ond, an accurate map of the trading area 
served by the shopping mall was con­
structed. Third, preferences for particular 
goods and services and other related fac­
tors such as parking requirements and uti­
lization of coupons for price discounts 
were determined. 
Recommendations based on the study 
will be presented in early May but both 
Ronchetto and Marasco are claiming early 
success. Marasco, who graduated from the 
School of Law, is partners with Ron Hahn, 
Ernest W. Hahn's son. He felt a good way 
to show appreciation for this work and to 
honor the memory of his business partner, 
Ron Hahn, would be a generous financial 
donation to the Ernest W. Hahn Endowed 
Chair of Real Estate Finance. This project 
is likely to foster similar projects between 
USD students and alumni. 
| ART 
continued from page 1 
Cheaters never win -ed 
Reward ! ! 
Good Money For Hard Workers 
Summer/Permanent Employment 
Our progressive distribution outlet is looking for 
10 sharp ambitious individuals to leam all areas 
of our business. Selected applicants will learn 
advertising, personnel, sales/marketing, and 
administration. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY! 
Call immediately for personal interview 
586-0101 
Alaska Summer Employment-
Fisheries. Earn $600+ /week in 
canneries or $4,000+ /month on 
fishing boats. Free Transportation, 
Room and Board! Over 8,000 
openings. No experience necessary. 
Male or Female. For employment 
program call: 
1-206-545-4155 ex. A5079 
International Employment-Make 
money teaching basic conversational 
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan. 
Make $2,000-$4,000+ per month. 
Many provide room & board + other 
benefits. No previous training or 
teaching certificate required, for 
international employment program 
call the international employment 
group: (206) 632-1146 Ex J5979 
1 — 
Greeks and Clubs 
RAISE A COOL 
$1000 
IN JUST ONE WEEK! 
Plus $1000 for the member who calls! 
No obligation. No cost. And a free 
Igloo cooler if you qualify. Call 
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65 
THE. YOGURT CUP 
is now serving 
Dreyer's Grand Ice Cream 
Buy a small or medium 
ice cream or frozen yogurt 
and get another of 
equal or lesser value FREE 
______ Exp 5/15/93 
SSfâ sS,aaS°dlle8e 268-0991 Mon.&UMO 
as#*" 
Vrrogancr 
isn t Had 
\\ lien \ou Make 
the Big Deal. 
A t  A p p a r e l  Z o n e  O u t l e t  
y o u  c a n  s c o r e ,  w i t h  
c l o t h i n g  f r o m  u p  t o  
9 0 %  o f f  r e t a i l  
T h a t ' s  1 0  c e n t s  o n  t h e  d o l l a r  
E v e r y  d a y  -  H o t  c l o t h e s ,  
b i g  s a v i n g  
"As a committee we decided that it is about time that AS put on an event where we could 
show USD the great artistic talent of so many of its students," said Jen Sporl. Hopefully this 
will continue as an annual tradition. 
So don't miss out! Come and familiarize yourself with the arts while at the same time 
supporting your fellow USD students. The exhibit will be displayed in Serra Hall through May 
7. 














Full Color $35 
• Perms $30 
• Spirals $50 
(Long hair extra 
all services] 
'Women rt
Men reg. $17 
'(Long hair extra) 
ELIAS HAIR DESIGN 
KEARNY MESA 7608 Linda Vista Fid. (Mesa College Dr. "<S 163) • 268-8865 
Specials good for first-time client. Exp. 5/6/93 
F . s c o n d i d o  
Kscondido Promenade 
T.'iT-tilftT, 
M i r a m a r  
xr.li ( amino Santa Fe 
150-3323 
P a r i f i c  B e a c h  
1  ( i a r n e t  A v e .  
IM-5150 
S D S L  
•iiiil.'l F.I t'ajon Blvd. 
ii;n-i:i;ii 
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USD leads SDSU, UCSD in 
lowest crime rates in San Diego 
Deborah Acomb 
Staff Writer 
Recently published crime statistics 
show that USD experienced fewer crimes 
in 1992 than did San Diego State Univer­
sity or the University of California San 
Diego. 
"We have published crime statistics for 
15 years and had the feeling it wasn't 
telling us anything," said USD Directorof 
Public Safety, Don Johnson. The study 
summarizes the 1992 crime statistics for 
USD, SDSU, UCSD and the city of San 
Diego, and includes a recap of activity of 
the Department of Public Safety. 
In addition equating USD to the local 
universities, the campus crime rates were 
matched to the city of San Diego, specifi­
cally the census tracts of Linda Vista, 
Mission Valley, Fashion Valley, Morena 
and the 163 Freeway area. "Comparing 
USD to the five areas gives us a better 
picture of what is going on around us," 
said Johnson. 
The study shows that although there 
were no homicides on the three campuses, 
the city of San Diego had 146 reports. As 
for rapes, USD and SDSU reported none, 
while UCSD had one and the city of San 
Diego reported 485. The crimes of burgalry, 
motor vehicle thefts and thefts in general had 
the highest numbers between the campuses 
and the city. 
"Violent crimes such as armed robberies, 
rape and homicide are sky-high, but they 
haven't come to USD yet," Johnson said. But 
car thieves have. Fifteen car thefts occurred 
on the USD campus in 1992; and from the 
statistics it should be more, since the city of 
San Diego had approximately 20,000 car 
thefts last year. 
"Through the Vista and fliers, we tell stu­
dents how to make their cars safer and alert 
them of what's going on in the parking lots," 
Johnson said. Although nothing is fullproof 
in deterring thieves from stealing your car, 
Johnson claims "The Club" is as good as you 
can get, since nowadays a car alarm going off 
in a parking lot is ignored. 
As for the USD campus, "One of our major 
problems is minor thefts," Johnson said. "It 
is rare that someone will break into a room, 
but theft occurs when someone leaves the 
room with the door unlocked." 
The department is most concerned with 
theft from the library, backpacks from the 
Univesity Center and other thefts in gen­
eral. "With these types of thefts, we need 
to ask: Do we have a theft or do we have 
someone who took the wrong backpack 
by accident?" said Johnson. He hopes to 
eliminate these problems by getting rid of 
the cubbies by the Main Dining Room and 
installing lockers that would be accessed 
by a key, but would not require money to 
be used. 
"I think we need to do a lot of things to 
keep the crimes down," Johnson said. 
"Theft is the single area that we will have 
to consentrate on for the next few years." 
The Department of Public Safety is 
trying to beat these rising numbers through 
more training for the officer, which will 
begin in April and continue through July. 
"USD is not a sanctuary, but a micro­
cosm of San Diego," Johnson said. "We 
are not a sanctuary from crime just be­
cause we have all these crosses on top of 
the buildings." 
Not getting a new 
car for graduation? 
Here's the next best thing: 
No money down, deferred first payment and $400 cash back 
from Ford Motor Company 
Let's face it. not many students can count on a new car for a graduation present. But you can count on the Ford and 
Mercury College Graduate Purchase Program for some help. With it. there's no down payment on eligible new 
-ord and Mercury vehicles if you qualify and finance through Ford Credit. You may even get the benefit of a deferred 
1 st payment (in states where allowed). You'll also get a $400 cash incentive regardless of whether you buy or lease. 
You can opt to use it toward your purchase or lease, or just keep the cash. 
' •. °A T£ PU«< \ • 
You may qualify for the program if you earn a bachelor or advanced degree between January 1.1993 and 
December 31.1993, or are a graduate student enrolled during the same period. 
FORD 
Simply visit your local Ford or Mercury dealership or call 1-800-321-1536 for more information. 
_ HONOR 
continued from page 1 
Activities of the local chapter of TAK 
include forums, debates and seminars as well 
as gathering of members to promote informal 
and social communication among members. 
On the national level, the Society produces 
and distributes the Journal of Theta Alpha 
Kappa,which includes articles written by 
members. 
The students initiated include: Amy E. 
Arena, Charles R. Blevins, Deborah Ann 
Cook, Janine A. Dimino, Eugene J. Karandy 
II, edward A. kotnik, Stephanie L. Ludwig, 
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"A riot is at bottom the language of 
the unheard." 
- Martin Luther King, Jr. 
"To get the bad customs of a coun­
try changed and new ones, though 
better, introduced, it is necessary 
first to remove the prejudices of the 
people, enlighten their ignorance, 
and convince them that their inter­
ests will be promoted by the pro­
posed changes; and this is not the 
work  o f  a  day . . . "  
- Benjamin Franklin 
"We must learn to live together as 
brothers or perish together as fools." 
- Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Welcome to a new world order 
Fiona Mills 
Assistant Social Issues Editor 
Mulitculturalism is like a tree. 
All humanity is rooted in one 
original life source, but the 
tree's branches and leaves 
symbolically denote the indi­
viduality of all persons, while 
recognizing their common 
bonds as human beings. As 
proponents of multiculturalism, 
it is our duty to nurture and 
protect this sacred tree of life. 
A year ago today, the world 
watched Los Angeles erupt in 
flames as angry rioters pro­
tested the verdict delivered in 
the Rodney King trial. Has 
anything changed since that 
day? Does the average U.S. 
citizen think about last spring's 
riots in his or her daily life? 
The L.A. riots brought much 
needed national attention to the 
issue of race relations in the 
U.S., which itself intensified the 
attention paid to the larger 
issue of multiculturalism. It has 
become politically correct to 
accept and incorporate all 
persons into our society, re­
gardless of their skin color, 
gender, religion, ethnicity, 
physical and mental abilities or 
sexual orientation. Hopefully, 
this attitude is not a fad and 
will endure and flourish. 
To achieve a broad and rich 
life experience, it is necessary 
for all people to interact with 
and become familiar with those 
from diverse backgrounds. 
Such an experience would be 
facilitated through friendships 
with persons of diverse back­
grounds, through integrated 
classrooms and workplaces, 
and through diverse curricu-
lums in all school systems. 
This special report focuses 
on the efforts USD has made as 
a community to make itself a 
welcoming environment for 
persons of diverse back­
grounds. As one can see in the 
graphs presented in the follow­
ing pages, USD has increased 
its percentages of racially and 
ethnically diverse students. 
But what are the percentages of 
such students who leave the 
University? Is USD doing all it 
can to attract and retain mi­
nority students, for example? 
How might the University 
provide a more comfortable 
environment for students of all 
backgrounds and orientations? 
Although USD is developing 
a multicultural center on cam­
pus, we continue to encounter 
close-minded individuals whose 
thoughts and speech are lit­
tered with sexist, racist and 
homophobic sentiments. 
Clearly, USD has made pre­
liminary efforts to broaden and 
enrich the life experiences of its 
members, but much more 
needs to be done. 
Why multiculturalism? To 
end the prejudice and discrimi­
nation that is rampant in our 
society it is necessary for per­
sons to embrace those of all 
backgrounds and to live in a 
society in which persons of all 
backgrounds feel comfortable. 
This idea contradicts the "melt­
ing pot" phenomenon upon 
which America was founded. 
People shouldn't have to relin­
quish their unique characteris­
tics in order to blend into one 
type of person—an American. 
Rather, the differences 
among persons should be 
acknowledged and valued 
equally. This notion, according 
to Dr. Janet E. Helms in her 
book, "A Race is a Nice Thing 
to Have," challenges the idea of 
a "color-blind" society in which 
people pretend not to notice 
one another's skin color. We 
should not ignore a person's 
skin color but acknowledge it 
as an integral part of a 
person's self-identity. 
This idea is not new. The 
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King 
Jr. referred to it when he spoke 
of his dream of brown children 
and black children and white 
children holding hands some­
day. As Helms writes, "If you 
think about it, the ranges of 
skin color we have in the U.S. 
are beautiful and remarkable." 
Prejudice can only be ended 
by those dedicated to its de­
struction. According to Helms, 
people must "actively seek out 
opportunities to increase the 
racial diversity in their ves 
because they recognize that 
they can learn and grow from 
such experiences." 




EOP helps minorities adjust to campus life 
• Program 
provides sup­
port network in 
times of trouble 
by Margaret De Remer 
Special to the VISTA 
The jury has listened to the 
evidence in the Rodney King trial 
and has made its decision. The 
outcome of the trial will affect all 
of us in some way, but most of us 
can turn away and forget the 
decision and the public's reaction. 
Some students here at USD won't 
be able to walk away from the 
decision because of their ethnic 
background. Jennifer is one of 
those students. 
Jennifer, a Mexican woman 
from Los Angeles who did not 
want her real name used in this 
story, has been part of the Educa­
tional Opportunity Program during 
her three years at USD. The goal 
of the program is to enroll qualified 
students from ethnic minority 
groups and low-income back­
grounds while making academic 
support readily available. This 
year she is no longer part of the 
major advising section of the 
program, but she still works with 
Michael Austin, the head counselor 
of EOP, for tutoring and advice. 
"Many of the EOP students' 
reactions have been positive," 
Jennifer said. "People think that it 
is great that USD has this type of 
program. However, there are those 
students who view it as an unfair 
advantage for minority students." 
She went on to point out that 
minority students enter USD at a 
disadvantage. A program like EOP 
only enables these students to start 
off on the same foot as the rest of 
the students. "It is an equal 
opportunity program, not affirma­
tive action," said Michael Austin, 
when asked about how the 
program should be viewed. 
Jennifer reflects warmly on 
her years as if remembering a dear 
friend. "Mike was a father figure 
when I needed to be pushed in the 
right direction, but he also was and 
still is a friend when I need a 
shoulder to cry on," Jennifer said. 
This program has done more than 
just given Jennifer the opportunity 
to succeed, it has given her the 
opportunity to believe in herself. 
Jennifer said she did not have 
a dependable or understanding 
freshman preceptor, so she really 
needed to rely on Mike for his 
guidance. This would not be the 
last time he pulled through for her 
in a time of need. Jennifer is an 
extremely motivated student, but 
during her sophomore year she ran 
into a teacher who caused her 
problems. All of us have had a 
teacher or two who seem to like to 
make life as difficult as possible 
for us. 
After receiving her grade in 
the class, a "C-," Jennifer realized 
that despite her study efforts she 
would now have to confront her 
parents. After many long nights on 
the phone to her parents arguing 
over study habits, Jennifer talked to 
Mike, who calmed her. In this 
moment she realized that it was 
only one class and she was bound 
to run into many more teachers like 
this one. 
"At first I felt that the teacher 
had a problem with me because of 
my background," Jennifer said. 
"Then after I thought about the 
situation I realized that I was 
working in classes with students 
who were highly competitive with 
their grades." Now that she is a 
junior, Jennifer realizes that she 
has just as much ability and can be 
just as competitive. 
While she was telling me this 
story, Jennifer used some strong 
statements to describe the EOP 
program and Michael Austin. "I 
really feel that the program is a 
strong support structure for all 
students who might not have had a 
chance at true success at USD." 
The main description that ran 
throughout the interviews with 
regards to Austin was that he is a 
good role model for all students 
involved in the program. 
A fellow student involved in 
the program, Geneva Robinson, 
echoed these sentiments. "Mike is 
a motivator, advisor and friend." 
Geneva voiced similar concerns 
about people's view of the 
program. She said that people need 
to educate themselves before they 
make negative inferences about the 
program. 
A program like EOP is only a 
small start to the efforts of students 
and faculty members who are 
interested in making the University 
more diverse. The campus needs to 
open up more to the outside world 
and let in some fresh air. 
"Not one of my classes 
discussed the verdict after it was 
handed down," explained Jennifer, 
referring to the second verdict in 
the trial of four Los Angeles police 
officers in the beating of Rodney 
King. 
Like most other students, 
regardless of their ethnic back­
grounds, Jennifer would like to see 
everyone at USD step out of their 
microcosm and look at the real 
world and what is happening in it. 
Musician hopes others tune into world beat 
by Craig W. Pinney 
Special to the VISTA 
He sits sideways on his Harley Davidson 
motorcycle while strumming his acoustic gui­
tar. He is a throwback from the '60s generation: 
His long hair is braided on both sides and is, as 
Bob Dylan might put it, "blowin' in the wind" 
while he plays a song he wrote called "Music 
Man." Then he sets down his guitar to talk to 
curious on-lookers. 
"I knew that 1 wanted to play guitar when I 
was six years old," Joe says. "But I never got 
my hands on one until 1 was 13." 
He calls himself Indian Joe. Born on July 23, 
1948, Joe Stewart was raised on his 
grandmother's farm in Newbrunswick, Canada, 
where his parents owned a trade store in a 
village of 300 people. His family settled in 
Newbrunswick in the mid-1800s as railroad 
"I'm a U.S. citizen, but 
because I have dark skin 
and look Indian, people 
treat me differently." 
- Indian Joe 
industrialists. 
Throughout high school, Joe spent much of 
his time with the local Indian population and 
began to adopt many of their customs. 
"The Indians there provided me with a sense 
of freedom that I never felt in a school environ­
ment," Joe said. "Even though I got good 
grades, people always treated me as though I 
were different" 
Joe's experience with education provides a 
telling portrait of the difficulties cultural out­
siders face in completing school — and re­
minds USD students of how higher education 
sometimes fails to adequately reflect the per­
spectives of those who choose an alternative 
lifestyle. 
Joe is not so different from another, more 
famous musician: Jim Morrison of The Doors, 
who also strongly identified with Indian cul­
ture. Much like Morrison, Joe embodies the 
spirit of the Greek god Dionysus, who symbol -
izes intoxication and creation. Being conven­
tional just isn't Joe's scene. 
In 1966, having dropped out of high school 
and spending years hanging out on the street 
with the local beatniks, Joe became a U.S. 
citizen and attempted to go to a small college in 
Maine. He quit after two years because he felt 
he didn't fit in. 
"I always have felt that my interests were a 
little different," Joe explained. "I wanted to 
play the guitar and just be myself. I'm not going 
to put on a facade and try and be something that 
I'm not just so that I fit into some so-called 
'social standard.'" 
Joe soon left Maine to explore the rest of the 
country, looking for jobs along the way, yet 
because he was considered a foreigner, he 
rarely found work beyond a few construction 
jobs. 
Joe eventually ended up in Hollywood, where 
the hippie movement was just beginning. Joe 
took this time to write songs about his life 
experiences; and it was through his music that 
he began to find peace. 
People who hear his music agree that his 
words are very honest and comfort those who 
have been through similar experiences. In this 
respect, Joe is again reminiscent of Morrison 
because he too personifies an "electric" sha­
man. 
The '60s represented a time of revolt and 
cultural revolution. Some of the decade's 
defining ideas continue to resonate in every­
thing from various pop music forms to the 
latest fashion trends. But some of the unpleas­
ant realities of the decade also persist. Joe says 
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Indian Joe reaches his inner soul through the sounds of music and playing the guitar. 
he hopes that there will not be a return to the 
same mindset of that time. Having experi­
enced what it was like to grow up during a time 
when bigotry was more overt, Joe hates the 
idea of young kids today having to put up with 
the same discrimination that he endured. 
He looks forward to a more tolerant and 
accepting society, and believes that the school 
system is the first step in achieving that. Joe 
vividly and painfully remembers what it was 
like being perceived as different in school. 
Those labeled as different often were segre­
gated from dominantculture, so there was little 
opportunity for intercultural exchange. Joe 
admits that many schools today are more cul­
turally diverse than they were when he was 
growing up, but he still sees room for improve­
ment. 
He says that people are simply afraid of what 
they do not know or understand, and their fear 
usually turns into hatred, which can often take 
the form of hatecrimesand discrimination. Joe 
says he is confident tha f high schools and 
universities had a more culturally diverse popu­
lation, people's fears would be replaced with 
understanding and empathy. 
Joe is very outspoken on his views about 
racism, and says that no one should be dis­
criminated against on the basis of their looks, 
the clothes they wear, the length of their hair or 
ethnic background. Joe is a unique individual 
from which we can all learn something. People 
such as Joe stand as a symbol of strength by 
which we can all find the courage to be our­
selves and be more accepting of those around 
us. 
"I am a U.S. citizen," Joe says. "But because 
I have dark skin and look Indian, people treat 
me differently — but it doesn't bother me 
anymore. I'm content with my life." 
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Percentages are based on ethnically diverse undergraduate populations of private West 
Coast catholic universities. 
by Gene Eliasen 
Special to the VISTA 
As the demographics of 
Southern California rapidly 
change, white people are becoming 
less and less the majority. It makes 
sense that student enrollments at 
California's colleges and universi­
ties should follow suit. But this is 
not the case. 
According to 1991 statistics in 
Peterson's Guide to Four-Year 
Colleges, of the 3,901 undergradu­
ates at USD, 22 percent listed 
themselves as non-white when they 
applied and enrolled at the 
University. That leaves more than 
three-fourths of the students at 
USD listed as Caucasian. 
Compared to six other West 
Coast colleges and universities that 
are similar in enrollment and in 
curriculum — Loyola Marymount, 
Pepperdine, St. Mary's, Santa 
Clara, Portland and Gonzaga — 
USD ranks among the lowest in the 
diversity of its student body. 
The University is seeking to 
create a more diverse student 
population partly through a $1.6-
million grant from the James Irvine 
Foundation. The Irvine Grant's 
objective is to increase the cultural 
diversity of the USD community 
and develop a campus climate that 
is supportive of all students. 
USD's efforts reflect a 
national trend. Only in recent years 
have upper-middle class private 
schools like USD begun to devote 
serious attention to the issue of 
multiculturalism on campus. 
Among the few exceptions is 
Loyola Marymount University — 
and it provides a shining example 
of what universities like USD can 
do to enhance multiculturalism on 
campus. 
According to Fernando 
Moreno, director of Campus 
Ministry and co-chair of the Multi-
Cultural Advisory Committee at 
LMU, the Los Angeles university 
has effectively dealt with the issue 
for many years. 
In the 1960s, then-LMU 
president Fr. Charles Casassa 
spearheaded a multiculturalism 
campaign that addressed students' 
complaints and which resulted in 
the creation of the Ethnic Studies 
Department. 
"The presidents, through their 
offices, have always made it a 
point to provide a university 
education to a significant number 
of minority students," Moreno said. 
Each minority student 
organization on campus isrgiven an 
office in the Student Affairs 
Department. These organizations 
give students the chance to 
experience their own culture first­
hand and provide support for 
students who encounter any 
problems relating to their ethnicity. 
"We have over 70 student 
organizations on campus," Moreno 
said. "By participating in these 
organizations, each minority group 
is given the chance to express their 
culture." Each club is encouraged 
to sponsor cultural celebrations. 
The annual luau given by the 
Hawaiian and Pacific Island 
students, for example, is one of the 
most popular events on campus, 
Moreno said. 
These organizations are not 
the only diversity-related programs 
at LMU. The university also holds 
student-faculty seminars called 
"teach-ins" that focus on race 
relations and how to combat 
racism. 
"These retreats are very 
popular and are a good way to 
educate the students about racism," 
Moreno said. The LMU adminis­
tration also sponsors a year-end 
retreat designed to discuss cultural 
diversity issues that students and 
faculty will deal with the following 
academic year. 
The administration educates 
students about diversity even 
before they enroll as freshmen. An 
overnight orientation program has 
been designed to attract more 
minority students. These prospec­
tive freshmen attend classes, meet 
undergraduates and stay in the 
dorms one night during a normal 
school week. 
"These overnights were 
designed to take away some of the 
fears and reservations that minority 
students may have about attending 
our university," Moreno said. 
After minority students 
graduate, many of them become 
involved in the recruiting effort. To 
help students attend LMU, many 
minorities have established alumni 
groups that provide financial 
assistance to needy students. The 
Mexican-American Alumni 
Association, for example, has been 
active for more than 10 years, 
providing scholarship money to 
many students. 
LMU seeks to educate its 
students about diversity off campus 
as well. Immediately following last 
spring's riots in South-Central Los 
Angeles, LMU contributed 
$50,000 to help rebuild the inner 
city. The student body also reacted 
quickly by organizing food and 
clothing drives to help people who 
were affected by the riots. The 
faculty allowed students affected 
by the riots the flexibility of taking 
their finals at a later time. 
LMU's assistance did not stop 
there. The students and faculty set 
up programs such as dance and 
basketball leagues to give students 
a chance to help make a difference 
in the lives of inner-city children. 
"We try to reach out and make 
a difference so students don't feel 
isolated," Moreno said. "More 
importantly, we try to give them an 
understanding of what is expected 
of us as human beings and baptized 
Christians and to give them an 
appreciation of cultural diversity." 
If diversity is the question, Irvine Grant is part of the answer 
by Mele Feazell 
Managing Editor 
Remember filling out your col­
lege application? There were all 
those preliminary questions asking 
your name, address and date of 
birth. Then there was question No. 
10, asking you to check the appro­
priate race. You scan down the list 
supplied for you wondering what 
relevancy your race holds for US D. 
This question may seem insig­
nificant for some students, but cul­
tural diversity has emerged as one 
ofUSD's foremostissues.TheUni-
versity has turned much of its atten­
tion to increasing the cultural diver­
sity of its community and develop­
ing an atmosphere supportive of all 
its members. 
In 1991, the University began a 
five-year, $ 1.665 million project to 
enhance cultural diversity on cam­
pus. The project is chiefly supported 
bya$l million grantfrom the James 
Irvine Foundation. The Foundation 
has provided an initial outright grant 
of $335,OOOand will offertwo "suc­
cessive challenge grants" worth 
$332,500 each contingent upon the 
University securing matching funds. 
According the the Irvine Grant 
mission and goals statement, the 
project has two major interdepen­
dent objectives. First, the project is 
intended to increase cultural diver­
sity in the University's community, 
thereby making it more reflective of 
Southern California's changing de­
mographics. 
Second, the grant is designed to 
maintain "a pluralistic campus envi­
ronment that welcomes cultural di­
versity as a means for each person to 
experience and value personal worth 
and dignity, regardless of national 
and ethnic origin, race or creed." 
The grant provides an opportunity 
for learning and change throughout 
all sectors ofUSD's campus life and 
has divided into 10 development ar­
eas. Last year, the assessment team 
surveyed students about their per­
ceptions of campus diversity. The 
assessment team will also critique 
the University's progress when the 
grant expires. 
Under the guidance of Dr. Tho­
mas Cosgrove, program director for 
the Office of Student Affairs, the 
Associated Students has sponsored 
several speakers who have ad­
dressed multicultural issues. This 
semester the AS speaker bureau 
brought in Malika Shabazz, the 
youngest daughter of Malcomb X, 
and she addressed someof society's 
most pressing racial issues. 
The Student Affairs grant area 
plan also includes a new student-
orientation program to recruit trans­
fer students from San Diego City 
College. 
The mission of the grant is framed 
around the traditions and philoso­
phy of the University. "USD recog­
nizes diversity (of race, ethnicity, 
religion, economic status, gender, 
sexual orientation and disability)" 
and discourages "intolerance, preju­
dice, oppression, ignorance and in-
sensiti vity," according to the grant's 
goal statement 
The Irvine Grant should foster 
programs that will help students 
come to terms with cultural diver­
sity on and off campus. Y ou will see 
question No. 10 on job applica­
tions. Maybe next time you can 
mark it knowing what your answer 
means for you — and for us all. 
IRVINE GRANT MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of the University of San Diego is based 
upon respect for the dignity of the individual. USD rec­
ognizes diversity (of race, ethnicity, religion, economic 
status, gender, sexual orientation and disability) and 
intends to support all members of its community in all 
their human diversity by discouraging intolerance, 
prejudice, oppression, ignorance, and insensitivity. 
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Curriculum changes would reflect student 
demand for cultural diversity on campus 
• Classes prepare 
students to enter 
melting pot of society 
by Ashley Alexander 
Special to the VISTA 
Monica Rose is frustrated because she is 
about to graduate from college and still feels 
unprepared to enter the working world. This is 
notadirectresultof 
the education she 
received at USD; 
rather, it is a conse­
quence of the edu­
cation she did not 
receive in her four 
years at this univer­
sity. Monica said 
that the lack of cul­
tural diversity on 
campus haschea ted 




"Our campus is 
pretty white (and) 
upper-class," Rose 
said. "If we don't 
know how to inter­
act with people of 
different cultures 
we'll be handi­
capped when we 
enter the real world 
... all of our co­
workers are not go­
ing to be white." 
Faculty and ad­
ministrators have 
recognized the lack 
of and need for more 
cultural awareness 
among students and 
are attempting to 
change the curricu­
lum to provide it 
several interdisciplinary departments have cre­
ated special-interest courses that educate stu­
dents about culture and ethnicity. 
The Communication Studies department 
has added an Intercultural Com munication class 
to educate students about the customs and 
religions of American minorities. 
"The students drove the department deci­
sion to have such a class ... they expressed a 
need," said Dr. Venita Kelley, an assistant 
professor in the department.' 'They are looking 
for ways to interpret others and this class gives 
them the tools 
they need." 
Lisa Kreis, a 
senior, said that 
taking Intercul­
tural Communi­
cation has made 
her more aware 
of cultural diver­
sity within her 
own commu­




row at USD," 
Kreis said. "It 
shows you 







we open our 
eyes to a broader 
view of the 
world. This al­
lows us to under­
stand where oth-
ers are coming 
from. 
"In acting 
outside of our 
own culture we 
reflect and will 
become more 
Since receiving the Irvine Grant, which seeks 
to institutionalize cultural diversity at USD, 
connected with ourselves," Kelly said. "It's the 
idea that if I can get to know me, then I have no 
"We need to realize that 
we don't have to give up 
our own identities to 
learn about others." 
- Dr. Gail Perez 
problems with letting others be." 
Dr. Gail Perez, assistant professor of En­
glish, believes we must have real diversity on 
our campus before we can leam. "USD is not 
part of the real 
world; our campus 
isn't reflective of 
social reality," 
Perez said. But, 
given literature 
classes that focus 
on ethnicity, stu­
dents can at least 
"imagine what it's 




there needs to be 
more expression of 
differences outside 
of the classroom, 
perhaps through 
speakers and 
events, Perez said. 
Five minority 
groups on campus 
are in the process 
of writing a pro­
posal to initiate a 
s t u d e n t  
multicultural cen­
ter where they can 
hang out, plan cul­
tural events and cul­
turally educate oth­
ers on campus. 
"Many students 
are dismayed that 
there is no expres­
sion of differences," 
Perez said. "As a 
whole we need to start dealing with the differ­
ences and realize that we don't have to give up 
our own identity to leam about others." 
Dr. Judy Liu, associate professor of Sociol­
ogy and director of faculty/curriculum devel­
opment for the Irvine Grant project, said that 
we soon will see even more cultural awareness 
programs on campus and an increased number 
of culture-related offerings in the curriculum. 
This shift in focus towards multiculturalism 
seems to be a national trend among universities 
such as UCLA, Oxidental College, Santa Clara 
University, USC and Mount St. Mary's. But 
others are critical of multiculturalism and feel 
that "by cel­
ebrating diver­
sity we herald 
the possibility of 
a dis-United 
States," Liu said. 
For USD, 
a w a r e n e s s  
seems to be the 
key to bringing 
our community 
together. The 
only way we can 









"This is just the 
natureofasmall, 
Catholic univer­




versity at USD 
is at its highest 
since the 1970s, 
the University 
student popula­
tion is still 72.4 
p e r c e n t  
C a u c a s i o n .  
Kelley believes 
that the statistics wouldn' t matter as m uch if the 
whole university understood what culture is 
and how to act interculturally. 
"We need to recognize that cultural divi­
sions make us different, not races," Kelley 
said. 
Education is the cure for our cultural igno­
rance, whether it is at college or in the working 
world. According to Rose, "Awareness is 
lacking, and I'm a victim." 
"The students drove the 
department decision to 
have such a class... they 
expressed a need." 
- Dr. Venita Kelley 
Faculty, staff members pool resources in an effort to diversify 
• Grants and work­
shops educate pro­
fessors and employ­
ees on diversity 
by Brian Brokowski 
Special to the VISTA 
When USD administrators de­
cided to increase cultural diversity 
on campus, much of the focus natu­
rally centered on policies involving 
the student body. While great strides 
are being made in expanding the 
racial mix and cultural awareness of 
the student population, equal re­
sources are being applied toward di­
versifying the faculty and staff. 
During the 1980s, concerns 
were raised that the USD student 
population was "too white" and that 
students were not being exposed to a 
range of cultures. Many believed the 
result was racial insensitivity. The 
past four years have brought a dra­
matic change even before the Uni­
versity secured the $1 million Irvine 
Grant to enhance cultural diversity. 
The white population of USD has 
declined from 84.6 percent in 1989 
to 72.4 percent in 1992. The number 
of Hispanics is up 5.1 percent, the 
number of Asians is up 4.2 percent 
and the number of African-Ameri­
cans has slowly increased nearly one 
percent. In the past five years, the 
number of minorities in incoming 
freshman classes are up from 15 per­
cent to 28 percent 
Administrators feel such in­
creases are steps in the right direc­
tion, but they are only a piece of the 
diversification puzzle. Another key 
ingredient has been the effort on be­
half of the faculty and staff. 
"A reactive approach would be 
to say that these minority students 
will acclimate themselves and the 
changes will happen on their own," 
said Dr. Patrick Drinan, dean of Arts 
and Sciences. "We have chosen a 
more proactive approach by institut­
ing changes from the top down as 
well." Drinan is the chairperson for 
a faculty oversight committee that 
reviews the implementation and 
progress of faculty and curriculum 
development. 
Drinan admits that USD may 
have been perceived as an uncom­
fortable place for minorities in the 
past He feels that beneficial changes 
must coyer all aspects of the Univer­
sity, and shouldn' t be lim ited to a few 
areas. 
"It's a problem we think we can 
address," he said. "Ifwedidn'tthink 
we could, we wouldn't have tackled 
it." 
A major thrust in the education 
of the faculty involves the study of 
urban issues. USD has designated a 
geographic area stretching from Los 
Angeles through San Diego and 
Tijuana and across the desert to Phoe­
nix as the Metropolitan Southwest. 
It is from these urban areas that many 
USD students hail, and according to 
Drinan, the faculty has an obligation 
to develop agreater understanding of 
this urban culture. Research grants 
are awarded to faculty members for 
the study of urban demographics, as 
well as business and ethical issues. 
"A better understanding of the 
complex urban environments from 
see FACULTY on page 12 
Dr. Patrick Drinan, dean of Arts and Sciences, is the co-chairman of 
a faculty oversight commitee on faculty and curriculum development. 
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by Nlckl O'Brien 
Special to the VISTA 
When USD junior Amy Emerson signed up to go on 
a Human Relations cultural diversity weekend retreat, 
she expected to see booths that displayed items that 
exemplified the many cultures of the world and to meet 
people from these other cultures. What Amy found 
when she arrived at Warner Springs Ranch, the retreat 
locale, was something quite different. 
Students are participating in one of the exercises on the cultural diversity weekend 
retreat. The weekend retreats to Warner Springs are a part of the Irvine Grant. Skip 
Walsh is the Program Director that created this program for the student community. 
"It was a human relations 
workshop, but it went even beyond 
a workshop," Emerson said. "It 
was definitely a participatory 
learning environment that taught 
me to be more aware of prejudices, 
biases and stereotypes and to try to 
break down cultural barriers." 
The cultural diversity retreats 
were created in an effort to 
enhance the intellectual, spiritual, 
social and cultural development of 
all participants and to provide a 
framework for reflection on current 
social and moral issues. The first 
retreat in October, 1991, was held 
off campus and was attended by 
students from all segments of the 
campus community. 
Skip Walsh, assistant dean of 
students and director of Residence 
Life, said that he and a group of 
USD community members who 
were familiar with cultural 
diversity began to meet as Univer­
sity-appointed committee in 1987. 
The group continued to meet as an 
ad hoc committee and worked on 
the suggestions formulated by the 
original committee. In 1991, a 
group of people came together at 
the request of Sister Sally Furay to 
brainstorm about implementing 
more cultural diversity at USD. 
What the group came up with was 
the Irvine Grant proposal. 
John Berray, a junior, said his 
experience with the weekend 
retreat was rewarding. 
"I had heard a lot about the 
retreat from others who went, and I 
wanted to go on it," Berray said. 
"There was no cost, and it was an 
incredible opportunity. I didn't 
know anything about the retreat 
except that it would be about 
cultural diversity, but it turned out 
to be the best workshop I've 
attended." 
The retreats are funded by the 
Irvine Grant, which was instituted 
last spring. L. Reuben Mitchell, 
employee outreach and develop­
ment manager for Human Re­
sources, has been working with the 
grant since it was implemented and 
works as a facilitator on most of 
the retreats. 
"Cultural diversity is still very, 
very new for some people because 
we're talking about some signifi­
cant changes that don't come 
easily," Mitchell said. "It's a very 
slow process; and since the 
weekends have only been taking 
place since October of'91, you 
can't expect long-standing attitudes 
to change in such a short amount of 
time." 
Juanita Santos Nacu is the 
graduate assistant for the Irvine 
Grant Human Relations Workshop 
and also acts a facilitator on the 
retreats. Since her work with the 
weekends, Nacu has added to the 
program a non-denominational 
spiritual dimension that provides 
closure to retreat activities. Nacu, 
whose background is in pastoral 
care and counseling, said it is 
valuable for the retreatants to take 
part in a session that allows for 
positive feedback and a feeling of 
being centered in one's life. 
"The success of the retreats is 
based on each individual and on 
choosing to decide whether or not 
to implement what is taught into 
everyday life," Nacu said. "Feel­
ings of unpleasantness or of 
conviction may be stirred as a 
result of some of the activities on 
the retreat, but it is up to the 
individual to work on personal 
problem areas." 
Because so many participants 
have lingering issues to deal with 
after the retreat, there is a follow-
up session after about two weeks. 
Other than the addition of the 
spiritual dimension, Nacu said that 
the structure of the retreats has not 
changed since their inception 17 
months ago because of the positive 
evaluations that they have re­
ceived. 
Although the shift toward 
diversity seems to be a recent 
development at USD, Walsh 
pointed out that it is actually its 
second coming. "What's interest­
ing is that the Black Student Union 
and MeCHa were two of the most 
dominant clubs on campus until the 
late 1970's. Thev had their own 
offices in Serra Hall and planned 
some of the most well-attended 
activities at USD." 
"The Irvine Grant is not a 
panacea," said Walsh. "What 
we're talking about is changing the 
fundamental core of how we 
believe and how we act, and what 
were looking at is a change in the 
self and in the institution in terms 
of how diversity is approached." 
Retreat facilitator and USD 
sophomore, Bob Kuchta said that 
the exercises on the retreat focus 
on, "heightening yourself and how 
you look at others by working as a 
dyad, as a small group and by 
watching a video with all partici­
pants." 
"I would recom­
mend the weekend 
to anyone." 
-Amy Emerson 
One simple retreat exercise 
remains especially noteworthy for 
Berray. He stated that when the 
participants first arrived they were 
asked to indicate by a show of 
hands if they made any assump­
tions about people immediately 
upon meeting them. Everyone 
raised their hand. 
"Most often the diversity we 
look at deals with race, but it goes 
beyond that to religion, sexuality 
and gender," Berray said. "I've 
learned that initial impressions are 
not the way to judge people. 
Instead, I have a heightened sense 
of being slow to judge others by 
getting to know them first" 
"People genuinely care, and 
USD is generally a good place," 
Mitchell said. "But what people 
fail to realize is that people need to 
stop believing that everyone wants 
to be treated the same because 
everyone has different experiences 
that influence how they want to be 
treated." The retreats attempt to 
educate people to see issues from 
perspectives other than their own. 
If the students' experiences are 
any indication of the benefits of the 
weekends, then the Human 
Relations staff is successfully 
fulfilling its goals. 
"The weekends are one of the 
rare opportunities you have to 
interact openly and honestly with a 
group of people you trust, and 
there are no alterior motives behind 
the discussions," Berray said. 
"I would recommend the weekend 
to anyone," Emerson said. "It was 
a really fun and reflective week­
end." 
by Chris Woo 
VISTA staff 
Given the homogenous racial and eth-
tic makeup of the USD student body relative 
o the overall population in the greater San 
Diego area, one might wonder how relevant 
ace and ethnicity are in the admission of new 
tpplicants. 
Of the nearly 3,800 new undergraduate 
tpplicants considered annually by USD, 30 
percent are non-white, according to Director 
)f Admissions Warren Muller. 
"Our goals are to increase [cultural] 
liversity," Muller said. "We use the tools 
tccessary to make a more diverse campus." 
The enrollment figures for minority stu-
lents have appreciated over the last five 
(fears by 10 percent, but minorites still ac­
count only for about 25 percent of the total 
enrollment 
Muller believes that USD is beginning to 
fitthe glove of its surroundings, although Muller 
noted that the "definition of minority is invalid 
now in Southern California... because there is 
no majority anymore." 
Once they formally apply to the Univer­
sity, many minority students are admitted to 
the Equal Opportunity Program, which assists 
incoming students who demonstrate financial 
exigency or educational deficiencies. Students 
admitted into the EOP program mostlikely are 
accepted by the University. 
Although EOP students must "project" 
well academically, some program students re­
ceive special treatment, such as non-standard 
see EOP on page 12 
African-American 1.9 
American Indian 0.7 
.a a 
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Community works broadens students' views 
by Katharine Knutson 
Special to the VISTA 
Fiona Mills was being forced off 
campus, not for academic reasons, 
but for personal ones. Because the 
University campus is predominantly 
white, she was looking for ways to 
interact with other cultures. Her 
search ended when she turned to the 
surrounding community. 
Mills became active in USD com­
munity service programs. They are 
one way students may interact with 
people of diverse cultures and ex­
plore different cultural identities. 
While USD may not be diverse, the 
surrounding community is. Through 
various programs offered, students 
have the opportunity to work with 
and talk to people of different cul­
tures. Volunteers select which com­
munities and issues they encounter 
and determine how much time they 
are willing to commit 
As the world is becoming increas­
ingly multicultural, it is important to 
have the opportunities to interact with 
diverse cultures and gain an encom­
passing view of reality. 
Mills is just one of the growing 
number of USD students who have 
taken up this challenge through com­
munity service work. "Working with 
people from different cultures breaks 
down the misconceptions and in­
timidations," said Mills, a USD se­
nior and the co-coordinator of the 
Newcomers Saturday School, a 
project designed to educate people of 
various cultures who are new to the 
United States. "You realize that the 
Mexican children are just like any 
David West, a volunteer tutor with USD's community service, is helping a student from 
Newcomers Saturday School with his homework for class. 
other children." 
Most volunteers and coordina­
tors stress the importance of working 
with people of other cultures to help 
quell their own fears of the unknown. 
On a campus where the percentage 
of Caucasians is about 72 percent, 
intercultural interaction is not a fea­
tured part of a student's daily life; but 
without such interaction, anxieties 
about cultural difference are only 
heightened. 
For the graduating senior who is 
stepping out into the "real" world, it 
is critical that he or she be able to 
comfortably interact with people of 
diverse backgrounds. Directors of 
USD'scommunity service programs 
say it is the University's responsibil­
ity to help graduate diverse students. 
Part of this education involves train­
ing students to become active citi­
zens in their communities. 
"If we're truly going to be college 
educated, we have to leant about 
multi-subjects and multi-peoples," 
said Barbara Peterson, assistant di­
rector of Volunteer Resources. 
Learning about how other cul­
tures live and act is only a part of 
what the community service experi­
ence teaches students. The other 
part, according to Judy Rauner, di-
rectorof Volunteer Resources,is dis­
covering the socio-economic dispari­
ties among cultural groups. 
"As our world becomes increas­
ingly multicultural, students must be 
prepared to make decisions about 
advocacy and justice issues," Rauner 
said. 
Community service work is a step 
in helping students develop a sense 
of social responsibility and active 
citizenship. The interaction is also a 
valuable asset in preparing students 
for the work force; cultural interac­
tion cannot be learned through class 
texts. 
"It's one thing to get book knowl­
edge, but to interact and experience 
other cultures is so positive and goes 
beyond what a book can teach you," 
stressed Steven Jones, the director 
for cultural sensitivity and aware­
ness workshops on campus. Jones 
said that through this interaction stu­
dents develop an awareness that 
people are equals regardless of race 
or color. 
The interaction may help students 
to confront stereotypes, but the cul­
tural differences will always be there. 
For Barbra Sheridan, USD senior 
and coodinator of the After-School 
Literacy Program, learning about 
these differences has had a great im­
pact on her college experience. 
"I've become more aware of the 
differences, and now I respect them," 
Sheridan said. 
Gaining respect and sensitivity 
seems to be what this interaction is 
really all about Stepping outof one's 
comfort zone and opening one's eyes 
and mind to people who may seem 
different is an incredibly valuable 
experience. There is only so much a 
student can remember after a test, but 
this test in self-awareness will be 
remembered for a lifetime. 
After all, as Rauner puts it, "We 
cannot be citizens of the world if we 
do not know the world." 
Disabled students help to "accessorize' USD 
by Ron Croteau 
Special to the VISTA 
Last semester's proposal is this 
semester's priority in implementing 
various changes on campus that 
would better accomodate all of 
USD's students. In November, AS 
President Shane Bohart toured 
campus confined to a wheelchair 
with USD disabled students Eric 
Ludwig, Lee Ann Owens and Kim 
Leiker to locate problem areas for 
disabled students and to initiate 
changes. 
In a letter addressed to the 
Board of Trustees, President Author 
Hughes, Sister Sally Furay, Bohart 
and others outlined a basic set of 
proposals for changes around 
campus that would alleviate 
problems faced by USD's disabled 
students. In response, Vice President 
of Finance Fred Brooks formed the 
ad hoc Committee for Campus 
Accessibility, consisting of students, 
faculty and others. 
Together with Bohart's 
proposal, the committee is using a 
report on USD's campus conducted 
last year by Accessibility San Diego, 
a disability access consulting firm, to 
make a list of structural changes to 
be instituted throughout the campus. 
Hopefully, given these alter­
ations, the USD community will 
follow a similar path by becoming 
aware of disabled students' needs 
and by growing to appreciate what 
these students have to offer. 
Recently elected Junior Senator 
• 
Eric Ludwig said the 
presence of physically 
challenged students on 
campus "makes others 
aware of disabled people 
and their needs." 
"People are curious," 
said Cynthia Villis, dean 
of Academic Services. 
"Disabled students have 
more patience and 
courage than most of us." 
At USD's Counsel­
ing Center, Dr. Villis 
helps acquaint students 
with the campus and 
counsels them in other 
areas. She has seen first­
hand the influence of the 
disabled students on their 
peers. 
"Students without 
disabilities have been 
exposed to the strength 
and courage of the 
disabled students that 
they use to achieve their 
goals," she said. 
Once one breaks 
down the walls and meets 
disabled students, one 
will find they are just like 
any other student. They 
like to go out on week­
ends and have fun. 
And, according to Ludwig, they "don't 
like the long lines in the (UC) Deli, either." 
While the Committee For Campus 
Accessibility probably can't do anything 
mmm 
about long Deli lines, their work could make 
it easier for disabled students to get into lines 
all over campus, from Student Accounts to 
the Registrar's office. Improving access for 
the disabled to campus 
locations is a priority. 
Committee members 
say their primary purpose is 
to "prioritize items deemed 
deficient" by Access San 
Diego. The committee will 
use this list as a building 
block for change, adding 
other items as it progresses. 
From that point the 
committee will tour the 
buildings, add any other 
problems to the list, 
prioritize the entire list and 
eventually initiate an action 
plan. 
The committee is 
currently assessing a budget 
for the plan, according to 
Roger Manion, Physical 
Plant director. The commit­
tee is hoping to complete a 
plan of action by the end of 
this semester. 
Initial estimates of 
upgrading costs for build­
ings built prior to 1978 
range from $800,000 to $1 
million. Given USD's 
overall budget, the plan must 
balance the University's 
ability to do jobs with the 
amount of money available 
to it against the logistical 
problems that are typical of 
a major project, according to Brooks. 
The University cannot address 
! :: : 
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Religious diversity not new to USD 
HI Going to a Catholic 
school does not mean all the 
students practice the faith 
by Jen Hardin 
Special to the VISTA 
Many people tend to define cultural diver­
sity along racial or ethnic dimensions. Perhaps 
those who have participated in one of the many 
Irvine Grant Diversity Retreats might include 
culture, gender, economic status and degree of 
education when thinking about what consti­
tutes multiculturalism at USD. But few of us 
consciously consider how differing religious 
beliefs among us foster diversity on a predomi­
nantly Catholic campus. 
Although US D is affiliated with the Catholic 
Church, the variety of religious beliefs em­
braced by the University community is surpris­
ingly rich. Students especially may not be 
aware of this fact. 
"There is an assortment of religions (repre­
sented) on campus, but they just aren't recog­
nized," said Don Morgan, a sophomore. 
But perhaps Morgan and many like him 
have not taken aganderattheUSDcoursebook 
recently. A plethora of courses offered by 
Religious Studies cover a wide variety of top­
ics in different religious beliefs. Courses in­
clude Judaism and Its Practice, Buddhism, 
Biblical Studies and Belief and Unbelief. 
The courses often challenge students to 
questions basic religious assumptions. The 
Belief and Unbelief class prompted one sopho­
more, who asked not to be identified for this 
story, to wonder to whatextenthe embraced his 
religion by choice. 
"I am Catholic, but I wish I wasn't," the 
student said. "That is, taking Dr. Colombo's 
BeliefandUnbeliefclassgotmethinking,' Am 
I Catholic because I want tobe, or am I Catholic 
because that is the only religion I know?"' 
Survey data collected by the University indi­
cates that 65 percent of USD students describe 
themselves as Catholic. The second largest 
group is Protestants at 30 percent. The remain­
ing students include Jews, Mormons, Mus­
lims, Buddhists and a few agnostics. 
Although Catholic Mass is held two times 
every Sunday evening, other types of worship 
are held throughout the week. The Intervarsity 
Christian Fellowship, for instance, meets ev­
ery Thursday night at 7. This group welcomes 
anyone who is interested in friends of good 
faith (any faith) and who enjoys inductive 
Bible Study. You don't even have tobe athletic 
to join the group! Sophomore Jeff Jones heads 
the group. 
"A lot of people\ think we're just a group 
of Protestants, when actually we are just a 
bunch of students that come from very 
different backgrounds, but enjoy coming 
together," Jones said. He added that the 
group has room to grow and welcomes new 
faces. 
"I'm Catholic, but 
I wish I wasn't 
-Anonymous 
Next year, ICF is going to try something a 
little different "We're going to have guest 
speakers on Thursday nights so it will be 
more of a social gathering; we'll then have 
Bible study according to the theme for that 
week," Jones said. 
According to Father Bany Vinyard 
(known as "Father Barry" to students on 
campus, there really hasn't been a serious 
demand for a nondenominational church 
service. "Of the two years I've been here, 
only two people (at the most) have requested 
something other than Catholic Mass," 
Vinyard said. To those people and anyone 
else, Father Barry is always willing to direct 
them to a place of worship that is right for 
them. 
So when it all boils down, religious 
diversity is something that has existed for 
quite some time here at USD. But, like 
anything else, there is always room for 
improvement and growth. Whether it be 
Allah, Buddah or the Messiah, we're all 
learning to come together and shed our 
differences. 
Program pulls weeds from inner-city 
by Marco A. Maldonado 
Special to the VISTA 
Southeast San Diego has come 
to be equated with violence. Most 
areas of the city have problems 
with crime, violence and graffiti. 
But whenever Southeast San Diego 
gets publicity, it is usually over bad 
news. While most city residents 
have heard politicians make 
promises about their personal fight 
to rid San Diego streets of crime, 
little action has accompanied the 
rhetoric when it comes to the 
poorer Southeast neighborhoods. 
A new community-based 
program, however, may soon even 
the score in reducing crime. 
Operation Weed and Seed, a 
federally sponsored crime-
prevention program that relies on 
community volunteer service, puts 
more police officers on Southeast 
neighborhood streets and keeps 
area youths on a positive track. 
Southeast San Diego is one of 
18 test sites nationally. So far, the 
program has had modest success. 
Program money paid for a trailer 
used as a mobile police station for 
the Crime Prevention Task Force. 
Other steps include the purchase of 
several inner-city houses, which 
have been converted into commu­
nity police stations. 
One of these houses is located 
on Market Street near 25th Street; 
another sits on Euclid Avenue. 
Anyone who knows either of these 
area knows that they are two of the 
The Southeast area of San Diego has become one of the most violent areas of the city. Efforts such as the 
Weed and Seed program are helping make the streets a safer place to be. 
most crime-ridden areas of the city. 
I should know. I have lived 
and worked in Southeast San 
Diego for 18 years. I call it home. 
Although proximate to USD, 
Southeast San Diego is a world 
apart from the University's pristine 
environment. The culture of 
violence pervades everyday life 
between Market and Euclid. But, 
as was demonstrated last spring by 
events in Los Angeles, it is a 
culture we cannot afford to ignore. 
It demands our immediate attention 
to finding potential solutions. 
Weed and Seed is a start. The 
unique part of the program is that it 
is focused on a certain area within 
the city. San Diego applied to be 
one of the host cities for this 
program, and the city, in conjunc­
tion with the U.S. Department of 
Justice and the San Diego Police 
Department, determined that the 
program would concentrate on is 
Southeast section. 
Each of the 18 cities has $1.1 
million to work with, but the larger 
portion of the funds must go 
towards weeding out the crime and 
violence in the targeted areas by 
providing for niore officers to be 
assigned to these areas. It also 
provides funds for assistance in the 
targeted area from other law-
enforcement agencies such as the 
Drug Enforcement Agency and the 
FBI. 
Southeast San Diego is 
bordered by Imperial Avenue, 
Euclid Avenue, Alpha Street and 
38th Street. Located within this 
area are three community parks, 
three elementary schools, residen­
tial homes and apartment com­
plexes, and several liquor and 
convenience stores. 
Operation Weed and Seed has 
weekly meetings on Thursday 
evenings at Southcrest Park's 
Recreation center. The advisory 
council that leads the meetings is 
composed of members of the 
mayor's office, a member of the 
police force, a local merchant from 
the community and members of 
other organizations who work or 
who want to work with the 
community. 
The Southeast San Diego the 
seeding project, which implements 
positive programs for neighbor­
hood kids, was allotted $98,000. A 
few young adults who live in the 
community are especially active in 
the program, providing feedback 
on the program's success. 
Pedro Nunez is an active 
member of the advisory council. 
Although he is only 16 years old, 
he earned his right to vote on 
whatever issues are raised in the 
council's discussions. 
Nunez said he likes the idea 
that he would have some say in 
how the money will be used in the 
targeted area. "This is my chance 
to break the chain of destruction of 
the neighborhood," Nunez said. 
Although it is only an advisory 
council, the group does decide 
what goes before the head council. 
Jose Hernandez, a counselor 
for the local youth club, St. Jude's 
Shrine, is also on the advisory 
council. He said he joined the 
council to have a better under­
standing of how he can further 
see WEED on page 12 
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Diversity not foreign to international students 
countries. 
by Darcie Mclntire 
staff writer 
Most USD students are busy... busy study­
ing, working, attending classes and trying to 
squeeze in some leisure time here and there. 
Because of the hectic lives they lead, many 
students don't take time to notice cultural and 
ethnic diversity on campus—or the lack of it. 
It is also hard to imagine what benefits 
cultural diversity can contribute to university 
life. Do we really know what we are missing 
out on? Can what we don't know actually hurt 
us? 
As we have been shown increasingly through 
events in the news media, misunderstanding 
people who are different can hurt us. Igno­
rance breeds prejudice, ethnocentrism and ste­
reotyping. 
There is a some hope, however. USD's eyes 
have been opened with the help of the Irvine 
Grant, which helps to fund guest speakers on 
multiculturalism, cultural awareness weeks and 
curriculum changes to include cultural and 
ethnic topics. 
One organization in particular has contrib­
uted to thecultural wealth ofthe University, the 
International Student Organization. 
Nhi Ong, a junior from Oregon, is an ISO 
member. She, like 15 to 20 percent of ISO 
members, is not among the international stu­
dents who constitute 1 percent of USD's un­
dergraduate enrollment Yet she takes part in 
the organization because she can meet people 
from other countries and share with them her 
Asian background. 
Ong said ISO events such as the coffee hour 
"bring people from different cultures together 
to mingle with each other and break down the 
[cultural] walls." 
ISO is open to all students. According to 
Juan Alfonso, ISO President, hopes to increase its visibility with 
fundrasiers and activies throughout the university community. 
Kavita Hemlani, the group's head of publicity, 
ISO is the largest club on campus with over 300 
members finom 58 countries. 
Hemlani describes ISO as a very social club. 
It has picnics, an international dinner, coffee 
hours, beach parties anda yearly fashion show. 
These events give members a chance to share 
experiences and learn more about the U.S. and 
other countries in a relaxed atmosphere. 
The 50 people involved in the May 1 ISO 
fashion show have been in rehearsals now for 
about three weeks. According to Hemlani and 
Ong, students will be wearing contemporary 
clothes donated from stores in the San Diego 
area. But a highlight of the show will be the 
students wearing costumes from their native 
Ong said that there will be costumes from 
Vietnam, the Philippines, Indonesia, Japan, 
India, Mexico and Africa as well as other 
nations. 
"A lot of people aren't open to ethnicity," 
Ong said. "The fashion show helps to bring 
culture to the students; they can relate better to 
cultural differences." 
Ong also said that the show gives people 
from different cultures a chance to show an 
important part of their lives to others. "They 
can be proud of their backgrounds and heri­
tage," she said. 
Having pride in your native country is some­
thing Americans can relate to. The ISO fashion 
show helps U.S. students understand what 
values are important to students from other 
countries. 
ISO President Juan Alfonso said he hopes to 
involve the ISO with various groups on cam­
pus, including the Associated Students. He 
said that bringing other people in who are not 
in ISO can help to increase its visibility. 
Given all the efforts USD has made toward 
increasing cultural diversity on campus, one 
may wonder to what extent diversity has been 
enhanced so far. 
Junko Nagashima, an international student 
from Japan, takes a positive outlook on the 
matter. "Even though you usually don' t see the 
diversity walking on campus, what everybody 
[in ISO] gets together for the coffee hour twice 
a month, you can really see the diversity," said 
Nagashima, a junior, "you get a feeling that 
USD is expanding on it I've even seen im­
provements since freshman year." 
Of course we still have a long way to go 
before saying USD has a culturally diverse 
campus, but organizations such as ISO en­
hance diversity by promoting different ways of 
thinking and living. 
• Faculty and staff work to diversify Weed and Seed helps SE San Diego 
tinued from Dane 11 Colftn, assigned to the area four yearsltgo, conti  fro  p g   
assist the youth in his community. 
"I want my knowledge of the commu­
nity to be useful," Hernandez said. "I also 
want the funds to go to something that I 
genuinely believe will aid the kids." 
Working alongside Nunez and 
Hernandez is the council's co-chair, Rev. 
Henry Rodriguez. Rodriguez has been 
involved with the San Diego Police Depart­
ment and other agencies that have sought to 
clean up the Southeast community. 
Rodriguez has already dedicated several 
years in service to the community. 
"Having worked with other programs, I 
can tell that this one will better aid the 
community," Rodriguez said. 
I have seen the neighborhood deteriorate 
as the years have passed. Officer Pete 
first approached me and told me about 
Operation Weed and Seed during one of the 
youth club meetings at St. Jude's Shrine. 
Since then, I have been interested in the 
program's promise. 
Although I cannot attend all the 
meetings because of a conflict in my USD 
class schedule, I do keep in touch with 
Cohen and help in the activities of Operation 
Weed and Seed. The program's next major 
function is a 10K run and two-mile run or 
walk on May 22 called Stride with Pride. 
The event course runs through the targeted 
area of the Southeast, which provides a fair 
indication of the program's success. 
If you are interested in running or 
volunteering your time to help this program, 
contact Cohen at the Southeast Division of 
the San Diego Police Dept. at 531-2000. 
continued from page 8 
which many of our students come benefits all 
students,notjusttheculturallydiverse,"Drinan 
said. 
Bringing in more minority faculty mem­
bers is also a goal, but according to Drinan, that 
is a much more difficult process. 
"The number of culturally diverse profes­
sors in the pool is not large, and the competition 
to get them is very high," Drinan said. "While 
most universities have cut back on overall 
hiring, they have not cut back their search for 
qualified culturally diverse faculty. We may 
have to grow our own." 
While employee diversity is greater at the 
staff level, especially in the service positions, 
USD is actively engaged in cultural awareness 
and diversification programs in this area as 
well. A staff outreach program, employee 
awareness and sensitivity workshops, and 
employee career development programs are all 
operational. 
Through thestaff outreach program, USD 
makes an active effort to speak to nonwhite 
community members about employment op­
portunities. 
"The University is often viewed as 'that 
white place on the hill,'" said Dr. Judith Munoz, 
directorof Human Resources. "We're trying to 
make our presence known in different areas 
and let people know that we exist and what kind 
of jobs we offer." 
A recruitment bulletin is sent to 75 orga­
nizations that appeal to diverse populations. 
One goal of the Irvine Grant is to have the 
ethnic makeup of the staff mirror that of the 
county. According to Munoz, the University 
has reached this goal in the service areas, and 
an increased pool of diversified workers from 
the outreach program will help ensure that the 
goal is met in other areas. 
The employee awareness and sensitivity 
workshops were developed in conjunction with 
the Anti-Defamation League. The League 
trained USD employees to administer the pro­
gram, which includes videos and group exer­
cises. 
"The goal is to educate the staff about 
cultural diversity, get them to recognize differ­
ences in people and see the similarities as 
well," Munoz said. According to Munoz, over 
50 percent of the staff has completed the pro­
gram and the reaction has been very positive. 
The employee career development pro­
gram is still in the pilot stage. Its goal is to help 
employees chart a career path and educate 
them about opportunities available. 
"The goal is to educate the 
staff about cultural diversity, get 
them to recoginze differences in 
people and see the similarities as 
well." 
- Dr. JudittfMunoz 
All of these programs operate under the 
umbrella of the Irvine Grant. While several 
focus on the development of the faculty and 
staff, others use Irvine funds to benefit the 
community. One such program funded by the 
Grant is educating five black male graduate 
students to become teachers. 
According to Dr. Edward DeRoche, Dean 
of the School of Education, the number of 
doctoral graduates among African-American 
males is decreasing. 
"There are clearly a lack of African-Ameri­
can males to serve as role models in the teach­
ing profession," DeRoche said. According to 
DeRoche, theGrant money provides tuition for 
five black males to undergo the teacher prepa­
ration program and become middle and sec­
ondary school teachers. 
"The goal is to get them teaching in public 
and private schools to serve as role models," 
DeRoche said. The students are not expected 
to return to teach at USD, but will hopefully 
remain within the San Diego community. 
• EOP 
continued from page 9 
test-score requirements, while being consid­
ered for admission. But special consideration 
is extended in few cases relative to the overall 
undergraduate enrollment. 
Kinds of students who may warrant ac­
ceptance to USD through EOP include first-
generation children of immigrant parents, mi­
grant workers, students who are unable to 
speak English, and those with disadvantaged 
socioeconomic and educational backgrounds. 
This preferential treatment may seem un­
fair to some, but itprovides certain students the 
support they need to pursue higher education. 
The plan to increase the number of stu­
dents from diverse cultures "seems to have 
been working," Muller said. "It was a wise 
decision to seek a more diverse population." 
The scale of racial and ethnic backgrounds is 
beginning to balance out a bit at USD, but 
incremental diversification alone will not cre­
ate a campus climate in which future minority 
students can thrive. 
• ACCESS 
continued from page 10 
everything at one time. 
Although there is much still to be done, 
the issues of accessibility and more on-
campus housing for the physically chal­
lenged are not new. USD has already made 
some much needed changes on campus. The 
Physical Plant works individually with the 
disabled students to eliminate accessibility 
problems in on-campus housing so these 
students can concentrate on experiencing 
college life. 
Ludwig, a business major and ad hoc 
committee member, lives in the Vistas and 
said that the University made the necessary 
changes to his apartment to make it easily 
accessible for him. 
The charismatic Ludwig said that his 
relationship with non-disabled students 
involves give and take on both sides. He said 
he is confident that, given positive and 
enlightened attitudes, things will run pretty 
smoothly for USD's disabled students. 
Recycle the VISTA 
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Last week, I was at the United States Naval Academy to attend a 
conference on implications of 
power. Between nightly runs into 
town, a great deal of information 
was exchanged by the participants. 
One major lesson I learned is that 
my fears about the Clinton Admin­
istration were, if anything, far too 
modest I had assumed there was at 
Michael 
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least some intelligence somewhere 
within the Executive Branch. Then, 
I listened to Clinton appointee Dr. 
Catherine Kelleher tell of her ideas 
on foreign policy. She has been 
nominated to be the political ad­
viser for the SACEUR (Supreme 
Allied Commander, Europe) of 
NATO. I, along with vast majority 
of the audience, was petrified. 
Kelleher spoke in glowing terms 
of massive disarmament. She said 
the greatest concern in war should 
now be not killing civilians. The 
scorned realists, like myself, have 
always felt victory was the goal. 
She then said to much laughter that 
the nation-state would be gone 
within 10 years in favor of the United 
Nations. Small matters such as 
increased ethnic tension, national­
ism and examples of countries de­
volving did not fit her theory and 
were utterly ignored. Then she took 
the naive idealism of Neville Cham­
berlain and went evenfurther. She 
called for an end to all weapons 
production and research. The fact 
that more advanced technology cre­
ates more accurate weapons that 
reduce civilian losses did not seem 
to strike her. She was willing to 
CRISIS DENIAL 
The new Clinton strategy 
ignore other countries that would 
be upgrading arsenals. As spine­
less as he was, even Chamberlain 
continued production of Spitfires, 
Hurricanes and radar that proved 
vital in 1940. 
Even more alarming was her pro­
posal to share government intelli­
gence with not just allies (such as 
the exchange with Great Britain), 
but with enemies! Noting that the 
CIA has just found an attempt by 
our ever-loyal ally France to spy on 
49 defense and aviation companies, 
I can only wonder why Boeing 
should be concerned. Don't they 
want peace? Don't they want all 
their trade secrets in the hands of 
competitors and adversaries? This 
is the Wonderful World of Clinton. 
Other officials who spoke at the 
conference also implied that Clinton 
was indeed naive. There is no co­
herent plan for Bosnia, other than 
the daily Clinton shuffle. North 
Korea is ignored. An admiral said 
that the proposed defense budget 
would make it impossible to mount 
another Gulf War. The prospects 
seemed more ominous. It is one 
thing to be idealistic, which can be 
useful when used in moderation, it 
is another to be blatantly foolhardy. 
Previously the Clinton policy had 
been stated as "crisis deferral," 
which was daft enough. Now, the 
administration has drifted into "cri­
sis denial," a policy of pretending 
events really are not happening. If 
one does not see the problem, it 
can't be there. If you can dodge the 
draft, you can dodge missile prolif­
eration by North Korea and other 
problems. Right? 
Wrong. Foreign policy must be 
based in realism. Idealism is used 
in shaping the eventual goals, not in 
making immediate policy. If 
Kelleher's kind of naive rambling is 
what Clinton chooses to represent 
his position with, this country is in 
even worse straits than I had thought 
previously. With the unstable world, 
talk of disarmament and world gov­
ernment cannot be taken seriously. 
It is like marijuana smoke floating 
into the sky. It distorts one's think­
ing if it is inhaled. Fortunately, I 
and the sane majority of the audi­
ence did not inhale. 
Clinton has slid into a morass of 
directionless muck. Policy on such 
issues as Iraq, Ulster, Bosnia, trade 
and other problems wavers in the 
daily breeze. Clinton and his poli­
cies are openly mocked by a large 
percentage of the military, hardly a 
vote of confidence. White House 
staff have told military officers that 
they do not talk to "military types." 
Outstanding. Foreigners can only 
ponder what Clinton's true beliefs 
are. If Kelleher's beliefs are the 
same as Clinton's, the Free World 
had better start looking elsewhere 
for a new leader. 
The world should have been ready 
for this disaster. The campaign was 
full of Clintonian chatter. John 
Major was told to "F—off." Helmut 
Kohl was an unknown. In one of his 
patented answers of principle, 
Clinton explained his stance on the 
Gulf War as, "I agreed with views 
of the minority, but would have 
voted with the majority." 
I have been wary of Clinton since 
the start. Yet even I was not expect­
ing the naive nonsense of this ad­
ministration to be so clearly pro­
moted. I hope the Bosnians know 
that they must be denied. 
USD cheaters never win? Hardly 
Why is cheating so terribly prevalent among USD's 
Recently, there has been a great 
increase in cheating on this cam­
pus. The academic integrity boards 
of various departments report an 
increase in incidents of academic 
dishonesty. And, as further re­
ported on the page one article, As­
sociate Dean Mitch Malachowski 
believes that many incidents of 
cheating going unreported. 
The VISTA vehemently con­
demns the rise in cheating going on 
around campus. We believe that 
rules regarding academic integrity 
must be strictly enforced and re­
written to be stronger in nature. 
Cheating affects everyone on this 
campus. Those who are honest can 
suffer in courses that are graded on 
VISTA Editorial 
a curve. It has reached the point that 
even VISTA articles have been pla­
giarized. One can only wonder how 
low this trend can go. If fellow stu­
dents' hard work is not respected, is it 
any wonder that their possessions are 
also stolen and not respected? 
In some ways this development is 
not surprising. One need only look at 
the example set by Democratic power 
and former presidental candidate Joe 
Biden. He repeatedly swiped quotes 
without attribution from people as 
unusual as Neil Kinnock of Britain's 
Labour Party. Apparently if it works 
for Biden, it can work for USD stu­
dents as well. 
Sure, in many cases there is tre­
mendous pressure on students to per­
form well. Whether it be parents, 
scholarships, or grad or law school 
admission, students can get stressed 
out about grades. But cheating is 
neither a good excuse nor a solution 
to the problems of students, even if 
they happen not to get caught. 
If one cheats once, there is a good 
chance that the person will see the 
benefits of it and may decide to con­
tinue the activity. But where does 
that get them? Sure, they may get the 
grades, but what about when they get 
into law or med or grad school? If 
they couldn't hack it before and re­
ported to cheating, will they cheat 
once they get there as well? 
We've all heard the cliche 
since the first grade; when we 
cheat, we only cheat ourselves. 
But there is a reason why cliches 
are cliches—they happen to have 
truth to them. 
USD is constantly promoting 
itself as an institution of values. 
USD students are supposed to 
take a course in ethics. Some­
thing must be seriously wrong. 
If USD is indeed an institution 
based on values, then why is 
there so much cheating? Per­
haps the only values USD stu­
dents really are concerned about 
are the values that go with a 
Nordstroms sale. 
Letters 
to the Editor 
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A multicultural mistake 
7f you haven't noticed, a full eight pages of this week's VISTA is dedicated to the topic 
of multiculturalism. This exercise 
in advocacy journalism (read: bi­
ased journalism) is meant to further 
"awareness" and gamer support for 
programs seeking to enhance cul­
tural diversity vis-d-vis the vaunted 
Irvine Grant. 
If USD is to begin traveling down 
the road of multiculturalism, she 
must be ready for a long and painful 
ride. First, we have yet to define 
what it is to be multicultural. The 
only thing that is clear for now is 
that USD is "too white." Ask your­
self this: what if someone came out 
and said that the men's basketball 
team was "too black"? What do you 
suppose would happen? 
So, implicit in that rough defini­
tion that they're using is the notion 
that somehow it isn't good to be "too 
white," that there is something 
wrong with whatever is "white" to 
begin with. 
If you start with this subtle logic, 
you'll end up with a campus envi­
ronment that is "tolerant" of every­
thing except that which is consid­
ered European trans counter to the 
politically correct brand of 
multicultiralsim you fostered. 
Mario 
H. Lopez 
A suggestion to those involved 
with the Irvine Grant: go to Michi­
gan, Duke, Amherst or any other 
school that started on this 
multicultural thing the way USD is 
starting now. Witness their never 
ending parade of racial conflicts; 
tensions and crusades to abolish 
classes in science because they are 
"sexist" in that it doesn't rely on 
intuition (a suppossed female fortd); 
demands to have separate black, 
Hispanic, and white dorms ~ is this 
the sort of "unity" and "understand­
ing" that we seek? 
The fact is that these schools 
began just like we are here, on a 
well-intentioned path that led them 
directly to a hell of racial animosity 
and, in some cases, violence. If we 
don't watch how we pursue these 
same goals, the same things will 
happen to this campus. 
Why wouldn't I support a more 
aggressive strategy, being that I'm 
of Mexican ethnicity? Am I not 
aware of my heritage? Am I a "sell­
out," as radical "chicano" groups 
like MeChA will undoubtedly 
charge? Do I think I'm white? 
On the contrary, it is precisely 
because of my culture that I reject 
the radical feminism that is PC; it is 
because of my culture that I'm 
Catholic, something that the PC 
Gestapo absolutely loathe; it is a 
result of my being raised in a Mexi­
can household (where Spanish is 
still spoken exclusively ~ not 
chicano Spanglish) that I believe in 
a strong traditional family, another 
PC no no; it is because I recognize 
my ethnicity as part European and 
part Indigenous that I reject the lies 
of MeChA and the PC groups. 
Multiculturalism should be about 
facts and inclusion. It shouldn't be 
a tool for spreading PC, a political 
ideology and agenda that indoc­
trinates students with lies and fur­
thers hatred for "white" culture. 
That these items are on the PC 
agenda has been admitted by them 
repeatedly. The question now is 
will USD fall into that abyss or will 
we have a healthy multicultural 
environment where the focus is on 
truth and understanding of real cul­
tures? 
That is what should be asked of 
the Irvine Grant people. 
Taste & the 
workings of Asylum 
I can remain silent no longer. 
Censorship is un-American, but 
give me a break. The staff of the 
Asylum has gone too far this time. 
I completely agree with Erik 
Wahl when he wrote "Penthouse 
would have been a more appropri­
ate place" for the poem "Working 
Woman" (VISTA, April 15) The 
kicker is, this is not the first time 
a work has been included in the 
Asylum purely for shock value. 
Having participated on the staff in 
the past, I have watched and 
argued against such garbage being 
"selected" for publication. In my 
opinion, if a work had explicit sex 
or forbidden four-letter words in 
it, it was a sure thing to be 
"selected" to go in. I cite a 
"poem" published last year that 
basically consisted of an enlarged 
printing of the word "F—." Art 
You gotta love it Again, I'd like 
to agree with Wahl when he 
wrote, "We must take the time to 
question intentions." This is not 
an attempt to censor "living life to 
its fullest"; it is an attempt to call 
attention to the misconception 
that art must shock, and to the fact 
that the Asylum exists to display 
the talent here at USD, not to give 
the attention-seekers the outlet 
they seem to need. 
GABRIELLE BRANT 
Not reading past 
the first paragraph 
On the day when people are 
rejoicing because Earth has made 
it one more year, and some fool 
has the audacity to write such an 
article and another to print it! 
Earth Day is a celebration of this 
magnificent planet and there is 
nothing hypocritical about that. 
At the moment I could not even 
look at another word, I was too 
disgusted. All I could think of 
was all the times the editor and 
his staff had pleaded and sent 
letters asking for new writers and 
diversity for the VISTA, and this is 
what they come up with?! 
(Ed. Note: Note the acceptance 
here of "diversity" that does not 
match the "proper" view.) 
At the bginning of the semester 
SEAC (the Student Environmen­
tal Action Club) submitted 
articles and pictures of a beach 
cleanup and a tree planting. Both 
activities were attended by 
various members of the USD 
student body. Yet neither article 
was ever printed. I guess they 
decided trashing Jeremy Rifkin's 
speech on global warming, bad-
mouthing environmentalists and 
bagging on Disneyland are more 
important issues. (Ed. Note: 
anyone who read Lopez's article 
could see that it in no way bagged 
on Disneyland.) 
I realize that there are people 
who do not give a damn about our 
environment, they just don't care 
if the air is clean, water is pure 
and wildlife preserved. But I 
believe that the VISTA would be a 
much more successful newspaper 
if both sides of the issue were 
presented. Unless of course the 
main goal of the VISTA is to 
constantly anger, frustrate and 
upset the USD community — then 
proceed as usual. 
The true environmental crusad­
ers are those who attempt to 
involve all people of some level 
of helping to better this planet that 
sustains us. Anyone who partici­
pates in this endeavor, whether 
you clean up a beach or chain 
yourself to a tree that is marked to 
be bulldozed, you are aiding our 
Mother Earth and your efforts 
must be applauded. Earth Day 
does not mean you have to live in 
a cave, not drive a car or make 
your own clothes. We have not 
totally depleted and polluted our 
natural resources, yet there is still 
hope. 
If people continue to spend 
more time and enrgy on educating 
themselves, cleaning up the 
environment and working 
together, and less time consuming 
and condemning, the world will 
definitely be a better place. 
LORYNJOHNSON 
President, SEAC 
Crosses today, Nazi 
camps tommorrow 
So Mario, you don't like the 
ACLU. What's the problem? Is 
it just because they don't like the 
crosses atop Mt. Helix and Mt. 
Soledad? Perhaps you think 40-
foot-tall crosses, lighted all night, 
on public property, atop two of 
the highest points in San Diego, 
don't send a clear signal of 
government preference for one 
religion, the Christian religion, as 
prohibited by the California 
constitution. Or isn't the cross a 
Christian symbol? Would you 
have any objections if those 
crosses were replaced by giant 
Buddhas or Stars of David? The 
Christian crosses must go, Mario, 
not because the ACLU is opposed 
to religion, but precisely because 
they want to protect religious 
freedom for everyone, just as our 
founding fathers did, by keeping 
the government out of religion. 
You see, freedoms aren't usually 
lost in one fell swoop. They're 
slowly eroded, eaten away, bit by 
bit, until nothing remains. If 
today the crosses are okay, 
tomorrow it's compulsory 
religious training and prayers in 
public schools. I'm afraid you 
missed the point with crosses and 
with the ACLU. The ACLU isn't 
attacking the crosses. They're 
defending something much more 
important. It's called the Bill of 
Rights. Or do you have a 
problem with that, too? 
RICK SEAMAN 
Administrative Data Processing 
"I think a lot a people in the country look at this and say blaming Bill Clinton for not having a perfect 
deficit plan is like blaming the Wright brothers for not inventing the jumbo jet. We went 12 years 
without having anybody care about the deficit." ~ Washington Post reporter E. J. Dionne. What about 
the balanced budget amendment that was proposed by Republicans and oppossed by Democrat si Yet 
another example of fair and unbiased reporting. 
Berzerkely's Mental Health Advisory Board is recommending sensitivity classes for taxi drivers. After 
board member Rose Burras was yelled at by a cabbie for not having enough money to pay the fare, she 
claims she has suffered "serious stress and psychological damage." The answer to people who are 
trying to cheat the cabbies: mandatory etiquette classes so the drivers will not yell as they are cheated 
out of their wages. 
University of Pennsylvania is trying frshman Eden Jacobwitz for racial harassment crimes. Despite 
being supported by professors in the Afro-American Studies department, Jacobwitz is being charged 
with calling some rowdy students, who happened to be black, "water buffalo," which is a translation 
of the Hebrew "behameh," a word used against fools or thoughtless people. Despite the evidence that 
there was no racial slur intended or even uttered, Jacobwitz may be expelled. 
The National Security Council's daily one-hour briefing at the White House has been cut by 10 minutes 
in the name of domestic policy. Clinton says he doesn't "see a winner in the whole lot" of foreign policy 
issues. Apparently, winning political points at home is the Clinton's only concern. 
COLLEGE 
LIFE 






By Jeremy Watson 
Things to do 
this week 
Thursday, April 29 
• Atnoon, the USDChoral Schol­
ars will perform a free concert 
featuring songs by Mozart, 
Schubert, Brahms and others in 
the French Parlor in Camino Hall. 
Call 260-4600, x4486. 
• ISO Coffee Hour in Salomon 
Lecture Hall at noon. 
•Comedy Night: headlinerisTim 
Bedor in UC Forum AB from 8 
p.m. to 10 p.m. 
Friday, April 30 
• Scott Kunkel, Assistant Profes­
sor of Management, will discuss 
"Financial Keys to Building a 
Successful Small Business" in 
the Manchester Executive Con­
ference Center at 8 a.m. For 
more information, contact USD 
Continuing Education, 260-4644. 
• AS Film Forum: "Aladdin," 8:30 
p.m. in the UC Grille. 
Sunday, May 2 
• USD Theatre Arts presents "The 
Mass According to Saint Lester," 
by Gene Farrington, USD Fac­
ulty in English. This staged read­
ing will be directed by David 
Montalbano and will feature J.D. 
Black, Tim Fox, Carl Jubran, 
Patrick Marlborough and Bar­
bara Schmitt along with Theatre 
Arts faculty Marilyn Bennett and 
Eric Grischkat at 8 p.m. in Shiley 
Theatre. A discussion will fol­
low the play. 
Tuesday, May 4 
• The Communication Studies 
Society will present Dr. Roger 
Pace at 12:30 p.m. in Camino 
111. Topics to be discussed will 
include interviewing and gradu­
ate schools. 
Top Ten Movies Last Week 
10. 'This Boy's Life" 
$1.5 million 
9. "Advent, of Huck Finn' 
$1.7 million 
8. "Boiling Point" 
$1.9 million 
7. • "Cop and a Half' 
$2.2 million 
6. 'The Dark Half' 
$3.2 million 
5. "Indian Summer" 
$3.4 million 
4. "Benny & Joon" 
$3.8 million 
3. 'The Sandlot" 
$3.9 million 
2. "Who's the Man?" 
$4.5 million 
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The good, the bad and the ugly 
Franklin Keene 
Staff Writer 
The Scene: Friday's Senior Banquet was one of the fi nal get-togethers for the 
senior class. It was more a time for 
AS to pat itself on the back for 
another completed year. One senior 
stated it was the best memory of her 
stay at USD, while others were just 
excited over the twice-baked pota­
toes. For some it was a drunken 
blur. There were many immature 
seniors who felt compelled to talk 
over the presenters (which just pro­
longed the time away from the 
party), and those who vociferously 
rejoiced over the re-opening of the 
bars. 
Who Was There: The basic AS 
people: Shane Bohart and Colleen 
Quick, et al; faculty: Dr. Jack 
Crumley, Dr. Hill, Dr. Gil Oddo, 
Dr. David Sullivan, Dr. John 
Swanke, Dr. Beth Dobkin, Father 
Barry, Dr. Dan Sheehan and others; 
plus 420 guests including Karen 
Lauer, Erin Mc Andrew, Erik Wahl, 
Sean O'Hogan, Fiona Mills, Jeff 
Fluharty, Zsa Zsa Robertson, Bill 
McGowan, some rugby players. It 
was pretty much a well-balanced 
potpourri of the senior class. 
The Food: Chicken Wellington, 
a chicken breast stuffed with some 
kind of herbs wrapped in a thin 
pastry shell, covered in a mush­
room gravy, served with twice-
baked potatoes and a vegetable 
medley. Dessert was a substandard 
Forest Cake. If you wanted to drink, 
water was included in the price, but 
beer was $3, mixed drinks were 
$3.50. 
Fashion Statement: Many re­
ally didn't pay attention to the fash­
ions, which says enough in itself. 
Jokes were made, though none that 
couldberepeatedhere. Best dressed 
were Tasha Moffitt in a black, open 
backed dress and J eremy W atson in 
his secret service regalia. 
Faux Pas: 
Biggest Faux Pas: The premature 
marriage of Dr. David Sullivan and 
Dr. Beth Dobkin. 
Second Faux Pas: According to 
some, the poor music selection 
("Lack of danceable tunes") by 
Aural Pleasure. 
Third Faux Pas: Someone spilling 
red wine on Yvette Pearson's white 
evening gown at 7:30 p.m. 
Overheard: 
Best summary of the evening: 'This 
looks just like high school." 
Best Dialogue: "The most enthral­
ling conversation I had all night was 
with the bartender." 
Best opening line: "Are you a se­
nior?" 
Best Canadian line, Eh: "When they 
are offering Coors Light for three 
dollars, something must be wrong. 
Where's the Moosehead?" 
Best question: "Why wasn't 
Fluharty nominated for Senior Man 
of the Year?" 
ONLY AT USD 
Campus Connections: make the call 
Chris Giordano 
Special to the Vista 
In response to a growing concern about eating 
disorders among students at USD, our school's 
peer listening and peer education group, Campus 
Connections, decided to run a survey. On March 
9 and 10, a total of 100 women and close to 50 
men filled out the five-question surveys which 
addressed the frequency of dieting, frequency of 
overeating & undereating, body satisfaction and 
the number of people with eating disorders 
(anorexia, bulimia, and compulsive overeating) 
that students knew. Almost 60 percent of male 
respondents stated that they rarely diet while 
almost 40 percent of females occasionally do. 
Six percent of women constantly diet Forty-
three of the 150 respondents claimed to know 
one person with an eating disorder. Almost 20 
percent of females say they know of three. Thirty-
two percent of the women are unsatisfied with 
their bodies. Only eleven of the 150 respondents, 
most of them men, claimed to be very satisfied 
with their bodies. Shockingly, 63 of the 100 
women said they either overeat or undereat, and 
half of the men do also. Nineteen percent of the 
women who answered claim to feel stress when 
they eat this way and 11 men feel happy; 10 feel 
sad. 
It was suggested by Dr. Jeff Jones, senior staff 
psychologist at the Counseling Center, that the 
eating disorder problem at our University is even 
more serious than these results suggest, approach­
ing epidemic status. It is important to note that 
bulimic people are often able to hide their prob­
lem, eating normally in public, bingeing and 
purging in private and maintaining a normal 
weight while destroying their bodies. They tend 
to remain within 15 pounds of normal weight 
Anorexics, or self-starvers, also usually don't 
seem to have a problem until they become se­
verely underweight Also important is that eat­
ing disorders are most prevalent among white, 
upper-middle-class teenage women, a category 
that probably two-thirds of USD students fit into. 
Eating disorders are best treated when de­
tected in the early stages. If you think that you or 
someone you know may have an eating disorder, 
the time to act is now. USD's Counseling Cen­
ter, located in Serra 303, is available to all 
students and can be reached at 260-4655. Cam­
pus Connections, an organization on campus run 
by students trained to listen and provide friend­
ship, education and referrals, can be reached at 
260-2211 from 8 to 11 p.m. Sunday, Tuesday 
and Wednesday, and 9-11 p.m. on Monday. It 
is located during these hours in room 220 in the 
UC, next to the Office of Alcohol and Drug 
Education. 
USD Health Fair 
Former San Diego Charger Joe Dufleik 
will help kick off the Fifth-annual Health 
Fair hosted by USD's Philip Y. Hahn 
School of Nursing on Friday, May 7, from 
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Hahn University 
Center. 
The day-long event, free and open to the 
public, will offeravariety of health screen­
ing and education exhibits. These will 
include eye screening, body-fat testing, 
stress reduction techniques, nutrition coun­
seling and other health-related topics. 
Participants will include the American 
Holistic Nurses Association, YMCA of 
Mission Valley, American Red Cross, 
North County Healing Arts and Children's 
Hospital and Health Center, among oth­
ers. 
Dufleik and the USD Varsity Cheer­
leaders will be the official greeters at the 
Health Fair, and from noon to 1 p.m.. 
Fuzzy Refrigerator will be playing in front 
oftheUC. 
"The theme of our 1993 Health Fair is 
'Invest In Your Future, Take Charge of 
Your Health,"' said Dr. Janet Rodgers, 
Dean of the School of Nursing. 
For further information about the USD 
Health Fair, please contact the School of 
Nursing at 260-4548. 






Come to THE DAY, if will 
totally alter your reality. 1 
Sat. May 1 
Noon to Sunset 
Ualley Soccer Field 
Student: music, drama, poetry, 
laughs, love, thoughts, expression. 
Free funky food, groovy goods for 
sale, vibrant volleyball, green 
grass, serious sunshine, and 
flocks of friends. BVOB: Bring 
Vour Own Blanket. 
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Free Popcorn and Sodas!! 
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Toreros act on unity 
Pat James 
Special to the VISTA 
It is often said that on the road to success, you 
shouldn' t mix business and pleasure. This may 
be true in some instances but not in baseball. 
The 1993 Toreros baseball team has found that 
a team that plays together works well together. 
This relationship seems to be one of the keys 
to the success of the team. In reaching 34 
victories with seven games to play, it seems 
certain that this year's squad will eclipse the 
record for most Toreros victories in a season, 
34. This mark is a great accomplishment, but 
greater goals are within reach. 
As of Tuesday, USD was just one-half of a 
game behind defending national champion 
Pepperdine. The Toreros have a great shot at 
the league title which guarantees an automatic 
bid to the NCAA Regional Tournament With 
three-game sets against Santa Clara and 
Pepperdine remaining, their fate is in their own 
hands. 
"In the past four years, the teams have had 
the talent, but the relationship stopped when the 
game ended," said senior Second Baseman 
Dave Pingree. 'This year, the game doesn't 
stop with the last out." 
The team is different in that the players are 
often together off the field because they are 
friends as well as teammates. Whether it be a 
meal together in the Grille or just hanging out 
playing Nintendo, there is a genuine feeling of 
unity. 
By being together off the field, the pressures 
on the field are dealt with more easily. 
"Baseball is a game of communication," said 
Pingree. "Great teams communicate on the field, 
and by knowing one another's talents and ten­
dencies, nothing takes you by surprise." 
This harmony almost comes naturally to the 
Toreros, but it seems that it is not always the 
norm. Transfer student Matt LaBelle finds the 
situation to be a nice change. LaBelle played 
baseball for UC Irvine for two years and had 
quite a different experience. 
"There were many different cliques and some­
times fistfights happened between teammates at 
practice. During games, everyone blamed each 
other and didn' t take responsibility for their own 
actions," said LaBelle of his former teammates. 
When a group of 25 people of different ages 
and backgrounds are brought together and forced 
to spend as much as five hours a day together, 
there is bound to be some problems. Add to this 
the pressures of school and competitive sports, 
and the potential for conflict increases tremen­
dously. 
The Toreros of '93 have found that friendship 
and cooperation can not only build a team that 
gets along, but one that can compete among the 
elite in college baseball. Team unity has been key in the success for the Toreros 
in the best year of baseball in the school's history. 
Short Hops Caudillo captures 200th victory 
during doubleheader-filled weekend 
• SOFTBALL: USD sweeps four game series with Loyola 
Marymount, but drops two-game series with Santa Clara. 
Staff Reports 
USD Softball Head Coach Larry 
Caudillo prepared his squad for a long 
and busy weekend of doubleheaders last 
weekend, with a total of six games in 
only three days. Graciously, the Toreros 
rewarded Caudillo by giving him is 200th 
win in the first game on Friday. 
The weekend 
began with a 
four-game series 
against the 
L o y o l a  
M a r y m o u n t  
University Li­
ons. In the mile­
stone game for 
Caudillo, the 
Toreros escaped 
with a thrilling 3-2 victory. 
Senior Pitcher Tiffany Wasilewski 
picked up the victory for the Toreros. 
Larry Caudillo 
a 'It felt great to be a 
part of Coach 
Caudillo fs 200th 
victory" 
— Amy Sepkowitz 
Junior outfielder 
USD went on to easily capture the Lions 
in the second game, 11-1. 
USD and 
Loyola returned 
to the diamond 
on Saturday for 
the final two 
game of their 
series. Again, 
it was 
W a s i l e w s k i  
picking up the 
victory in the 
first game as the 
Toreros raced by the Lions, 9-3. 
Wasilewski improved to 8-6 on the 
season. USD kept the momentum going 
strong in the second game and beat 
LMU, 8-1. 
On Sunday, the Broncosof Santa Clara 
came to town for a two-game series with 
the Toreros. An overplayed Toreros 
squad could not keep pace with the 
Bronco attack. 
SCU took advantage of a couple of 
Toreros' mishaps to break away with a 
6-2 victory in the first game. TheToreros 
wanted to end the tir-
————— ing weekend on a high 
note, but suffered a 
heartbreaking 8-7 
loss. 
The weekend did 
end on a positive note 
because of Caudillo' s 
achievement. 
"It felt great to be a 
part of Coach 
Caudillo's 200th vic­
tory," said junior Amy Sepkowitz. 
On Tuesday, the Toreros made up a 
rain -out from earlier in the season against 
Whittier. USD won both games, 13-3 
and 7-6, adding to Caudillo's total. 
With the victories, Caudillo now has 
a 205-158 career record in eight seasons 
with Toreros Softball. USD is currently 
19-17 on the season and looks to im­
prove on that as the season comes to a 
close. 
Men's & Women's Tennis: Both teams 
are waiting for the news to come down from 
the NCAA selection committee, as to who 
will be playing in the postseason tourna­
ments. The men's team is currently ranked 
No. 21 in the nation, while the women's 
team comes in at No. 24. The decision will 
come out on May 5. 
Baseball: The No. 17 Toreros won all 
of their games last week, including three 
conference games against Saint Mary's. 
Catcher Kevin I lerde became USD's career 
leader in runs batted in with 178. Tony 
Moeder was named WCC Flayer Of The 
Week for the second time this season, while 
righthander Chris Collins was named WCC 
Pitcher Of The Week. 
Soccer: Toreros Jeff Pillar, David Fuller-
ton and Hardy Kalisher will he competing 
in this weekend's San Diego Soccer Spring 
Challenge to be held at USD. The three 
Toreros will be playing for the San Dieguito 
Surf. Kickoffbegins at 10a.m. on Saturday 
on the Valley and Canyon Fields. The final 
games will be played in Torero Sta­
dium at 5 and 7 pan. 
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Varsity Crew adds State 
Title to trophy case 
| CREW: Men's Varsity fours row to victory in Sacramento, 
look forward to Pacific Coast Rowing Championships. 
Bill Homan 
Sports Editor 
How you face adversity is sometimes the 
best judge of how strong you are. The USD 
men's varsity crew showed at the State Cham­
pionships that they are very strong. 
The team was prepared to race an eight-
man boat at the race in Sacramento, but Jay 
Vigeland was unable to compete due to a 
shoulder injury. 
No problem, the team just raced a four-
man boat. So coxwain Dan Wallace, #1 Dan 
Ferguson, #2 David Fouts, #3 Tim Barkett 
and bow Jason Whitmore were called upon to 
race in the Varsity fours race. 
Not only did the team compete, but it won 
the state title. They stroked to a time of 6:58 
over the 2000-mile course on LakeNatomah. 
It was the first State Championship for USD. 
"I'm really pleased and elated with the 
effort of our men," USD Head Coach Brooks 
"I'm really pleased and 
elated with the effort of our 
men" 
-- Brooks Dagman 
Crew Coach 
Dagman exclaimed after the meet. "Consid­
ering the trying circumstances under which 
they rowed, just to compete would have been 
exemplary. To win the race and the school's 
first state title is a feat of the highest caliber, 
one which each rower can be extremely proud 
of." 
The whole team has four weeks to go until 
the Pacific Coast Rowing Championships, 
and they will have some warmup meets be­
fore that. 
The women and the novices performed 
impressively as well. The men's novice 
squad captured second place, just four sec­
onds behind UC Davis, which crossed the 
finish at 7:10. 
Fourth place was where the women's var­
sity fours and the men's novice eights fin­
ished. The women's varsity eights came in 
fifth at the competition. 
Marina Del Rey is the next port of call for 
USD as it takes on UC Irvine Saturday morn­
ing at 7. 
Something New in Old Town! 
Coffeehouse/Cafe 
2707 Congress St. Suite 1J 
(In the Old Town Mercado Bldg) 
299-4808 
STUDENTS: 
FREE cup of gourmet coffee 
with any pastry purchase 
with this coupon 
San Diego's largest 
selection of swimw ear 
488-3056 OVER 90 BRANDS 
suit by Limited Space 
3745 Mission Blvd HOURS 
North of Belmont Park Mon-Sat 9-7 
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3 Tans $10 
•nctudes FREE 
I IccoitiMtor Ljtion 
We Tan Redheads! 
* I an Kavi No Burning 
* Private. Caul, Clean Kounu 
* Deluxe Beds • include 
I Kacul Tanners - vil UV- v 
Save 10% on our 
vacation spots. 
Daytona Beach it ain't. But stopping at Shurgard on 
your way home this summer is a lot more fun than hauling 
your bundt cake pans and limegreen Barcalounger all over 
the country and back. Plus with the 10 percent student 
discount, you get to see for yourself how higjher mathematics 





7545 Dagget Street 
279-1006 
LOSE 6 INCHES EUROPEAN ... . 
BODYWHAP 54 V 
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REDUCE STRESS_ 
Tan + 1 Hour $45 " 
Therapeutic Massage 
Srv at GUI Id sal 
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Weekly Sports Trivia 
Question: Name the only quarterback who was drafted in the 
first round of the draft in the last ten years to lead his team to a 
Super Bowl Championship. 
Last Week's Question: What was the last NBA team to go from 
a lottery pick one season to a division-winner the next? 
Last Week's Answer: The Houston Rockets. 
look for this week's answer next week 
Sports Post It 
Baseball: After sweeping Saint Mary's College at home last 
weekend, USD be in Santa Clara Universityfor a three-game 
series. Tomorrow, the teams play at 2:30 p.m. On Saturday, they 
play a doubleheader that starts at 12;00 noon. Thep play their 
final home game Tuesday against Chapman College at 2:30 p.m. 
Crew: The team will continue with its road trips as it heads to 
Marina Del Rey this weekend to compete with UC Irvine. The 
time for the first race is set for 7:00 a.m. 
Women's Tennis: The no. 24 ranked Toreros hope that their 
record of 11-9 is good enough to earn them their fourth straight 
invitation to the NCAA team championships. 
Softball: USD plays two more doubleheaders this week. 
Tomorrow, they play Saint Mary's College at 2:00 p.m. On 
Saturday, they play Santa Clara University at 12:00 noon. 
Men's Tennis: By concluding their season with five straight 
wins, the no. 21 ranked Toreros are looking for a team invitation 
to the NCAA championships. Their record stands at 16-4. 
Pizza Hut 
Athletes of the week 
Tony Moeder Tiffany Wasilewski 
Men's Baseball Softball 
Tony batted .429 with two home Tiffany pushed her record to 8-6 
runs and seven runs batted in as with two wins over Loyola 
USD won all five of its games. Marymount University. 
Honorable Mention 
Mike Saipe (baseball), Chris Collins (baseball), Dan Wallace (men's crew), 
Dan Ferguson (men's crew), Tim Barkett (men's crew), David Fouts (men's 
crew), Jason Whitmire (men's crew) 
s 






No extra move-in costs!!! 
• you pay only first month s rent 
• 3 miles from campus 
• sizes from $16 and up 
• your own lock 
• security lighting and fencing 
office hours 
9 to 6 Mon thru Fri 
9 to 5 Sat & Sun 
gate hours 
7 to 6:30 seven days 
1501 Frazee Road - Fashion Valley 
296-5200 




Come and see USD's Annual 
Spring Dance Concert 
next weekend! 
MAY 7 and 8 at 8pm 
MAY 9 at 2pm 
at the Shiley Theatre 
General Admission $5 
Students $4 
Tickets will be sold at the door 
Bring your friends and family to 
experience the most exciting and 
extravagant show of the year! 
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Results • Schedules 
Julie Feezor connects on a penalty kick to start Delta 
Sigma Pi on their way to the championship. 
Get involved: 




The much anticipated showdown between 
the league's two top co-rec soccer teams 
finally took place late Sunday afternoon, and 
when the dust had settled it was Delta Sigma 
Pi coming away with a decisive 6-2 victory 
over Boomer's Skeletons. The teams ex­
changed several good scoring opportunities 
early on, but the goalkeeping of Noah Stanley 
and Greg Sundberg kept it scoreless. The 
Delta Sigs capitalized on a tripping call in the 
box and Julie Feezor converted the penalty 
kick just before halftime for a 2-0 lead. 
In the second half it was Paul Winnowski 
stealing a pass and chipping the ball over the 
defense into the empty net from 30 yards out. 
With Skeletons now forced to open up the 
back and push forward, Feezor got open 
down the left wing for a breakaway goal to 
make it 5-0 and the rout was on. Luke 
Pistorius and Marc Thiebach scored within a 
30 second span to pull within 5-2, but Scott 
Whitney banked a blast off the right post to 
spoil any hopes of a miracle comeback. 
Congratulations to Delta Sigma Pi on a 
great victory and an undefeated season. 
Team Bozo bests 
Something Fierce 
In one of the biggest upsets in IM history, 
no. 1 ranked, undefeated and defending co-
rec football champion, Something Fierce 
lost to Team Bozo 12-0. Team Bozo, who 
made the playoffs only because teams like 
Dream On and Sigma Chi forfeited out of 
the league, played some outstanding defense. 
The key to victory was Team Bozo's ability 
to get a vast amount of pressure on Some­
thing Fierce's QB Doug Pickett. Last year's 
female MVP, Debbie Gollnick, was not even 
a factor Saturday. Although she was the lead­
ing receiver for Something Fierce, she could 
only muster up two receptions. This was 
partly because of her broken finger, but also 
because Team Bozo's defense forced Pickett 
to throw poor passes. This writer is not mak­
ing excuses for Something Fierce, Team 
Bozo played a much better game and truly 
deserved to winas they did shut down one of 
the leagues better offenses. Prior to Saturdays 
game, Something Fierce had lost only one 
game in their last 14 efforts. Sorry, Ceja. 
The other semi-final game matched two 
teams with identical 4-1 records. Each team 
had lost to Something Fierce and desper­
ately wanted a re-match with them, but with 
Fierce losing the game prior each team would 
have to look elsewhere for motivation. With 
Kel Ide 10,000 miles away, No Ka Oi would 
play inspired football and outlast a surpris­
ingly strong Phi Kapp squad led by Craig 
Ross and Megan Baker. Joe Khouri and Romm 
Viado each caught touchdown passes to give 
No Ka Oi a 14-6 victory and a chance for a 
shirt. 
Latest Line: No Ka Oi by 12 
Date: Saturday, May 1 
Time: 9 a.m. check in 
Site: Fiesta Island 
Entry Fee: $6 per team 
Over the line is a three person softball 
game played on the beach. Since it is played 
on the beach, the event is more of a party than 
a tournament. 
Teams are guaranteed a minimum of four 
games and free soft drinks provided by Pepsi. 
Hamburgers and hot dogs will also be avail­
able at a reasonable price. 
Entries are due tonight so sign-up now and 
join in on the fun. 
The 5X5 basketball playoffs continued 
last week with most results being very pre­
dictable. However, there were a few shock­
ers, the most suprising result taking place in 
the b-league where the nos. 2,3,4, and 8 seeds 
have advanced to the semifinals. 
That's right! The defending champs, 
Money, were knocked out by Cadence of 
Silk. This was a close game throughout. Mo 
Chavez and Alfie Silva combined for 16 first 
half points to give Money a 26-22 halftime 
lead. Silva added nine more in the second 
half, but he got no support. Meanwhile, Chad 
Law and Jason Carroll caught fire and Ca­
dence of Silk had a one-point lead late in the 
game. At this point Spyros Stavrinides scored 
a layup and was fouled intentionally sealing 
the 55-47 victory. 
Cadence of Silk will face Phi Kappa 
Theta in the semifinals. Chris Martin scored 
20 points and Scott Panfil added 16 as Phi 
Kappa Theta eliminated the Mavericks 54-
46. Rian Kirkaman had 19 points and 12 
rebounds in a losing effort. 
In the other semifinal, 3rd West Crew will 
Date: Friday, April 30 
Time: Tee times from 3:30 - 4:42 
Site: Mission Bay Golf Course 
Entry Fee: $12 per person 
Golf can be a frustrating game. However, 
the scramble format alleviates that problem. 
Hit a bad shot, no problem. Just pick up your 
ball and move it to where your partner hit and 
play from there. 
Two person teams will compete in men's, 
women's and mixed divisions for the ever-
coveted championship shirt. Tee times are 
going fast so sign-up now and join in on the 
fun. 
face 5th Year and Still Here. Peter 
Simonsen's team advanced with a 48-32 vic­
tory over Delta Sigma Pi. The win was not 
easy though. 3rd West Crew needed 16 
points from J.D. Choy to make it happen. 
5th Year also had a tough time in their 
game with Something Fierce. Dave Paladino 
and Mike Bennett combined for 38 points in 
the hard fought 48-40 victory. 
In the A-league, the championship game 
will feature Once Again and Last Chance. 
Both teams should be well rested as neither 
worked up a sweat in their semifinals wins. 
Once Again used a balanced attack to over­
whelm Minority's Corporation 68-48 and 
Last Chance easily avenged a regular season 
loss to Phi Slamma Jamma, 59-39. 
In the faculty/staff league, F.B.I. used a 
stifling defense to advance to the finals, 49-
39, over Arts and Sciences. There they will 
meet the Business Prophets. Craig Barkacs' 
team jumped out to an early 10-point lead and 
then went "four-corners" most of the second 
half to preserve a 30-27 victory over the 
defending champs, Sports Center. 
IM distinctions: 
April 19-25 
MEN'S INDOOR SOCCER 
Game: Sunshine and Friends vs. Phi 
Kappa Theta 
Team: Don't Show Up 
Player: Cameron Peach (Don't Show Up) 
MEN'S SINGLES TENNIS 
Match: Steve Chakmakian vs. Paul 
Sumagaysay 
Player: Chris Skibba 
CO-REC FOOTBALL 
Game: No Ka Oi vs. Phi Kapps 
Team: Team Bozo 
Male Player: Joe Khouri (No Ka Oi) 
Famale Player: Marty Fess (Team Bozo) 
CO-REC SOCCER 
Game: Delta Sigma Pi vs. Boomer's 
Skeletons 
Team : Delta Sigma Pi 
Male Player: Noah Stanley 
Female Player: Julie Feezor 
5X5 (A) BASKETBALL 
Game: Last Chance vs. Phi Slamma 
Jamma 
Team: Last Chance 
Player: Kyle Smith (Once Again) 
5X5 (B) BASKETBALL 
Game: Cadence of Silk vs. Money 
Team: Cadence of Silk 
Player: Chris Martin (Phi Kappa Theta) 
5X5 (F/S) BASKETBALL 
Game: Sports Center vs. Business 
Prophets 
Team: Business Prophets 
Player: Dave Paladino (F.B.I.) 
CO-REC WATER POLO 
Game: Sea Dogs vs. Cobra II 
Team: Sea Dogs 
Male Player: Ed Kotnik (Cobra II) 
Female Player: Denise Marriott 
Subway IM game 
of the week 
Date: Thursday, May 6 
Time: 7 p.m. 
Sport: Indoor Soccer 
Match-up: Championship game 
The final IM Subway Game of the 
Week is also the last intramural contest 
of die year. When the final two team 
(Don't Show Up and Sunshine and 
Friends?) take to the rink, more than 
just the championship shins will be at 
stake. They will also be competing for 
a party platter from the Subway on 
Morena Boulevard. 
Last week, the Sea Dogs took home 
the food as they splashed to 29-14 wa­
ter pok> victory over Cobra II. 
The IM department would like to 
take this opportunity to thank Subway 
for their continuing sponsorship of in­
tramural sports. V ' 
No Money in basketball finals 
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Sea Dogs 
do it again 
For the third time in as many seasons, the 
Sea Dogs have captured the co-rec innertube 
water polo championship. This year's cham­
pionship victim was Cobra II - The Quick­
ening who fell toa second half onslaught, 29-
14. 
It was a beautiful Sunday afternoon as the 
championship game began with an exciting 
first half. Ed Kotnik scored six times for 
Cobra but his output was more than matched 
by Leaf Jensen, Denise Marriott and Chris 
Grant who combined for nine goals and a 10-
7 Sea Dog lead at the half. 
In the second half, Marriott showed why 
she is the league M.V.P. as she scored 14 
points to end any chance of a Cobra upset. 
Kotnik did all he could, scoring four more. 
But it wasn't enough to dethrone the champs. 
Indoor soccer 
action 
The first indoor soccer game of the night 
was between Sigma Chi and Don't Show 
Up. Sigma Chi did not have a chance with 
only six players. It was all Don't Show Up 
except for Brian McDonald's one goal for 
Sigma Chi. Cameron Peach and Erik 
Hennings had four goals each for the victors 
who won 11-1. 
The next game was between Sunshine 
and Friends and Phi Kappa Theta. Phi 
Kappa Theta played well while only have 
five players. Sunshine and Friends, al­
though highly rated, is not what they use to 
be. But they still had enough on this night. 
Andy Shutak came out of nowhere with two 
goals and an assist in the 7-3 victory. 
Playoffs start tonight with Don't Show Up 
a prohibitive favorite to win the title. 
Play IM Fraternity standings 
1. Delta Tau Delta 
2. Phi Kappa Theta 
3. Sigma Pi 





| BOX & SHIPPING CENTER \ 
Yon know how you are getting home . .  
But how is your stuff getting home? 
FULLY INSURED 
DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL 
GROUND, AIR, OCEAN SHIPPING 
OFFICE MOVING & FILE BOXES 
OVER 60 TYPES OF BOXES 
ALL PACKING MATERIALS INCLUDING 
BUBBLE PACK • FURNITURE PADS 
-UPS, FEDERAL EXPRESS, OTHERS-] 
FINE ART • WINE • BIKES • FURNITURE 
10% discount to students, 
military on shipping 
W 
29 
5285 LINDA VISTA RD. 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
IN THE ARMY, YOU'LL 
TAKE CHARGE IN 
MORE WAYS THAN ONE. 
There's an added dimension to being a nurse in the Army. You'll have 
increased health care responsibilities. And you'll enjoy the respect and 
prestige that come naturally to people who serve as officers in the Army 
Nurse Corps. 
You'll be a respected member of an 
exceptional health care team. Your 
opinion and counsel will be actively 
sought and listened to. And you'll 
have the opportunity to practice nurs­
ing in a variety of environments, from 
high-tech military hospitals to 
MASH units, from flight lines to field 
hospitals, in the United States or 
overseas. 
Here are some of the reasons to 
consider becoming an Army Nurse: 
good pay and benefits, opportunities 
for continuing education in your cho­
sen specialty, seniority that moves 
with you when you do, and job experience you can't put a price tag on. 
Discover the Army Nurse Corps difference. Talk to an Army Nurse 
Recruiter today. 
1 -800-USA-ARMY 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.* 
Team Odds Comment 
Don't Show Up 3-5 Others are playing for second 
Sunshine and Friends 5-2 Usually overrated 
Phi Kappa Theta 6-1 Drew impossible opener 
Clown Patrol 10-1 Often suprise in playoffs 






Paul Winnowski (Delta Sigma Pi) 
Andrew Kummer (Skeletons) 
Marc Thiebach (Skeletons) 
Dennis Villavicencio (Clown Patrol) 
Matt Lorenz (Superballs) 
Greg Sundberg (Skeletons) 
Julie Feezor (Delta Sigma Pi) 
Lisa Paul (Delta Sigma Pi) 
Vicki Brienza (Skeletons) 
Lisa Bauer (The Hacks) 
Fiona Chaney (Scorin' With the Babes) 
Male M.V.P: Paul Winnowski 
Female M.V.P:Julie Feezor 
2nd Team 
Kevin McSweeney (Delta Sigma Pi) 
Scott Whitney (Delta Sigma Pi) 
Andy Isaksen (Skeletons) 
Jason Orlando (Scorin' With the Babes) 
Joe Khouri (Scorin' with the Babes) 
Sean Nugent (Kick n' the Balls) 
Floor hockey 
1st Team 
Matt Nieman (Little Men, Big Sticks) 
Steve Shipley (Little Men, Big Sticks) 
Chris Bemhoft (You'll Bleed) 
Mark Daquipa (Huuuge Maulers) 
Hans Bergman (USD Vikings) 
Steve Davis (Betrayed) 
Ken Ostroski (Betrayed) 
JB Little (Sigma Chi) 
Jeff Collins (Little Men, Big Sticks) 
Steve Brown (Betrayed) 
M.V.P: Matt Nieman 
Jaime Favorite (Skeletons) 
Megan Raker (Scorin' with the Babes) 
Julie Liatuad (Scorin' with the Babes) 
Laura Watkins (Clown Patrol II) 
Suzanne Yurasko (Delta Sigma Pi) 
Co-rec water polo 
2nd Team 
CJ Walters (Betrayed) 
Kevin Lindermann (Little Men, Big Sticks) 
David Engel (Huuuge Maulers) 
Noah Stanley (Lost and Found) 
Rob Seward (Lost and Found) 
Karl Bergman (USD Vikings) 
Jon Rempe (Full Metal Grotus) 
Dan Kilkenny (Phi Kappa Theta) 
Matt Kobal (Little Men, Big Sticks) 
Mark Scelfo (Huuuge Maulers) 
Co-rec volleyball 
Leaf Jensen (Sea Dogs) 
Chris Grant (Sea Dogs) 
Ed Kotnik (Cobra II) 
Denise Marriott (Sea Dogs) 
Jen Sporl (Cobra II) 
Wendy Wibbels (Cobra II) 
Bridget Bruning (Get in the Ring) 
Male M.V.P: Ed Kotnik 
Female M.V.P: Denise Marriott 
A Team 
Leaf Jensen (Safe Sets) 
Christina Sanchez (Safe Sets) 
Andrea Bruns (Safe Sets) 
Denise Marriott (Hopz) 
B Team 
Jeff Boija (Safe Sets) 
Wendy Angus (Last Clear Chance) 
Tyler Simpson (Simpsons) 
Geoff Graves (Last Clear Chance) 
M.V.P: Leaf Jensen (Safe Sets) 
Andrea Bruns (Safe Sets) 
Coach of the Year: Carla Ceja (Safe Sets) 
Tennis contenders advance 
It was another week in the history of 
tennis playoffs and when it was done, six 
contenders remained for the two champion­
ships. 
In the A division, all four semifinalists are 
unbeaten. Top seeded Steve Chakmakian 
struggled some before overcoming a deter­
mined Paul Sumagaysay 6-1, 4-6, 6-3. he 
will face the no. 5 seed, Chris Skibba who 
upset Stefan Vandersteen 6-3,7-6. 
The bottom half of the bracket finds the no. 
2 seed Bryan Davis. The defending cham­
pion started slow but came on to defeat Trevor 
Hay 7-5, 6-3. He will meet the no.3 seed 
Christian Zoiler, an easy 6-1,6-3 victor over 
Peter Parker. 
In the B division, Mike Brueckel, the top 
seed, advanced to the finals with a 6-4, 7-5 
victory over Matt Simon. He will face Mark 
Hazeltine, a 6-1, 6-3 upset winner over 
Bonnick Koo. 
Psychoanalyze the VISTA 
T^S Theocratic Thursday 
f ~ 
All • for • free! 
Question of the week 
Why? 
by Esteban del Rio Pancho and Luke 
ScMWl HA* r" 
40 vtw y r \ vajEE*c 09- s i > y  
v<?ue: v<€V^• The top three finest sororities on campus: 
1. ADPi 
2. Zetas (Thanks for buying the T-shirts) 
3. Gamma Phi 
'Ode to the Working Woman 
Top Seven 
Ways to piss off your 
doctor. 
Oh, oh, oh, oh ... 
Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh ... 
Oooh, oooh, oooh, oooh ... 
Ooooh. ooooh, ooooh, ooooh 
Oooooooooh!!! 
n- IW'mk we^ftooY 
-Ttvev co<j\t> 
f*** <*** ) 
/ ft— 7. Don't shower before a 
physical 
6. (For males) Before 
coughing, ask the doc­
tor to talk dirty to you. 
5. When getting the reflex 
test, kick the doctor as 
hard as you can. 
4. On billing, write 1600 
Pennsylvania Avenue 
and say, "Bill will take 
care of it* 
& Scream and cry with 
Jfche little babies in the 
waiting room. 
2. Ask the doctor if you 
can hear her heart 
beat 
1. Fill the urine sample to 
the brim. 
Bonus reason: "Hi, I'm Bill 
McGowan." 
Giving it orally rrtifir-'nis 
ORAL PRESENTATION, and you immedi­
ately are begging the teacher to let you write 
a 50-page research paper instead. The regis­
trar won't even let you drop. So you are 
stuck. It never leaves your mind, this "stand­
ing up in front of the class, B Y YOURSELF" 
fear, and you worry all semester long. 
You procrastinate writing your speech be­
cause, hey, out of sight, out of mind. The 
night before becomes the morning before and 
you think of a really unique and interesting 
topic. Yeah, right you do. Do you know that 
no matter what you do, your speech will have 
been done already the class before. Hell, it is 
probably being done at the same time in five 
states nationwide. 
Listen, all I can tell you is that you are 
wasting precious time with these speech-
related panic attacks. Just check out your 
teacher at the end of your presentation as he 
walks up to the front of the room. That isn't 
a gun in his pocket and he isn't smiling 
because he liked your speech. 
anu uie puoiic you are speaking to in your 
Public Speaking class is busy doing their 
homework for their 1:25. Your palms are 
sweaty, your heart is racing to your groin and 
back and you have to go to the bathroom, 
AGAIN. All for what? 
Nice grading scale, too. Eye contact? Does 
he actually want you to look at your class­
mates? Why? Don't you see them every 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday? And vol­
ume? VOLUME? Why does it matter if any­
one hears you when you could have two fifty-
inch woofers poised on each side of the 
classroom, yelling into the microphone about 
"Why You Should Study Abroad" or "Let's 
Make The Drinking Age 18" or "Why Greek 
Life Can Be For You!"and not a damn soul 
can hear you. Itreally is the best time to break 
wind because even that won't be heard in the 
most silent room when it is Oral ReportTime. 
Do you know this trauma, people of USD? 
The first day of class you get that syllabus and 
next to "25 percent of your grade" it says 
Nanclne Machine Hlbschman 
Off  Bea t  Ass i s tan t  Ed i tor  
No one ever listens to oral reports. That is 
why I cannot figure out why all you people 
get so worked up about giving speeches. For 
Christ'sSake, the teacher doesn't even listen. 
You think he is diligently writing a critical 
analysis of your tone, information presented 
and eye contact, but he is really sitting there 
with the April Playboy creased at the 
centerfold from the waste down. The second 
the oral report begins is the second the heads 
hit the desks , the snoring breaks the silence 
and the teacher begins to wonder why he ever 
assigns these things anyway. Then he re­
members Miss March. 
So why are you so pompous to assume 
anyone really cares what you are saying, 
whether your bel t matches your shoes or if the 
blister on your toe has propped? You could 
have the best polished speech on the market 
Compiled by 1the Flappa' 
Pancho and Luke 
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4/29/93 Misspell the VTSAI Qu6 pasa? • 23 
(Hum the theme song of the Twilight Zone)You've taken 
a wrong turn. You've entered a dimension not only of 
sight and sound but of mind and gorgeous bodies. 
You've entered a dimension of substanceless speech 
about keg parties and scammin'. Yes, the next stop is 
the GREEKZONE! Be sure to walk in with right atti­
tude, right clothing, right look and exude arrogance. 
You are, now, entering the GREEKZONE! Never talk to 
anyone who is not cool, and you know who they are! 
These people are caught in the act of 
talking about nothing of substance in the 
GREEKZONE! 
The returneth of Off Beat Week! 
A day in the life of the Deli/Marketpalace or 
the GREEKZONE 
Hostile Man points the way to the paradise called the 
GREEKZONE! 
Most sorority babes in the GREEKZONE drink the nectar of the ego 
gods spelled: EVIAN but pronounced: AIRHEAD. 
Off Beat week rides again! 
Bill McGowan 
Irish Clown 
With all the fire and fury of my intestines 
after eating at Nico's came the return of Off 
Beat Week. It was an exciting week filled 
with fun events and I almost sold all of my T-
shirts. So for all of you who still want one, all 
(at this point) nine of you, you still have a 
chance. And for all of you who missed out on 
the Off Beat Tram, you still have today. Yes, 
today the Off Beat Tram will run for its last 
time. So ride the Tram. It's an experience! 
For all who rode on Monday: Debbie, Sum­
mer, Colleen (Law), Amy, Julie, Bob, 
Veronica, Katie, Amy,Nathalie,and Victoria, 
you're all brave souls and I appreciate it. 
You're all a part of the history of Spring 
semester 1993. And extra-special thanks to 
all those of you who bought an Off Beat T-
shirt. Keep it. Cherish it And remember me 
forever! 
"Much better than the real tram," said Amy an ADPi of 
the Off Beat Tram! Only an ADPi could say it so 
eloquently. 
Esteban del Rio talks to one of many girlfriends while Bill McGowan 
gives his daily offering to the Off Beat gods and Mario Lopez just 
laughs at the Off Beat table during an exciting Off Beat week. 
To show Off Beat Tram superiority, we introduced the 
Euro-tram, driven by Esteban del Rio. Yes, Off Beat 
had two trams. Stay down Tram! 
A Voyage of Discovery 
Have you thought about departing in September for an around the world voyage on 
Semester at Sea? You have the rare opportunity to travel and study the global issues 
being faced in the world today. Whether your interests involve the environment, 
politics, economics, or other fields, ycu can internationalize your course of study on 
Semester at Sea. 
Each semester over 400 undergraduates from across the U.S. and abroad live and learn 
aboard the S.S. Universe, an 18,000 ton ship equipped as a floating campus. During 
this 100 day voyage you can earn 12-15 transferable credits, choosing from more than 
50 lower and upper division courses. During the Fall 1993 semester the Universe will 
visit Japan, China, Taiwan, Malaysia, India, Ukraine, Turkey, Greece and 
Morocco. 
Space is available for the Fall semester. For more information call 800-854-0195 or 
412-648-7490; or write Semester at Sea, University of Pittsburgh, 811- William Pitt 
Union, Pittsburgh, PA 15260. 
Apply now and prepare for the learning adventure of a lifetime. 
INSIDE 
ALBUM REVIEWS D-E 
Frank Black, Pere Ubu, 
Creedle, Warren Haynes, 
Helicopter and more... 
MOVIES C 
"Indian Summer" is now 
playing just in time to boost 
off your summer. 
ART 
Art shows are prepared to 
take on the Summer crowds 
in various new showings. 
v.v.v.v.-.v.v.v.-, 
Volume III • Issue XII 
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Inch 3\acW^ ̂ n*on 
£'ectr/c Love Hogs 
Burning Hands ^ 
2-STAGE EVENT Honey Glaze 
Three Mile Pilot 
FEATURING 
THE BEST OF SAN DIE60'S BANDS 
USD's Weekly Guide to Entertainment 
B • Outlook Recycle the VISTA April 29,1993 
PIZZA IN FORNO 
"The Original Brick Fired Pizza 
& Pasta Bar" 
FREE DELIVERY 




($10.00 min. on delivery) 
Friars/Mission (Ralphs) Shopping Center 
$2.00 off any large pizza 
OR 
$1.00 off any medium 
pizza 
Expires 5/5/93 
Not valid w/ any other coupons or otters 
$ 1.00 off any 
pasta entree 
Expires 5/5/93 
Not valid w/ anv other coupons or otters 
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Saturday, May 1, 1993 
7:30 pin UC Farum AB 
Admission: $5.00 
Tickets available at 
UC Bos Office 
IT'S COMING 
MAY 6 
Don't forget to write for the last issue of the Vista! 
ALL ADVERTISERS SHOULD RESERVE THEIR 
CLASSIFIED & DISPLAY ADS NOW!! 
SPACES ARE LIMITED FOR PERSONAL MESSAGES 
TOYOUR GRADUATING FRIENDS & LOVED ONES! 
inquire about our special rates. 
260-4714 
'ISD HOUSlhb & RESIDENCE LIFE 
1993-94 CAMPUS HOUSING 
LAST DAY TO ENTER LOTTERY!!! 
THURSDAY, APRIL 29, 1993 
Be sure to check the schedule Friday, April 30 after 
5:00 pm for your sign-up time on May 1 or May 2. 
Schedules will be posted in the following locations: 
FOUNDERS HALL - next to the RA Office 
MAHER HALL - next to room 329 
MISSION CROSSROADS BUILDING - at the Desk 
ALCALA VISTA APARTMENTS - Palomar Desk 
If you cannot make the appointment time, ask a friend or 
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Escape your living nightmares 
Kevin McWayne 
Staff Writer 
Jean-Claude Lauzon's second film "Leolo is the story of a 12-year-
old boy, who upon entering puberty, is convincedhe is the offspring 
of a sperm-covered Sicilian tomato. Sound strange? Well that's not 
half as strange as the rest of the story. "Leolo" is a semi-autobio­
graphical portrait of a young wanna-be Italian boy in a large and 
demented French-Canadian family. The film traces the emotions of 
the boy and his outrageous literary dreams that he writes to escape his 
living nightmares. 
For young Leolo home life is as outrageous as the dreams he 
concieves to escape. "My family had become characters in a fiction 
and I spoke of them as if they were strangers," says the mature 
narrators voice of Leolo."His father obsessively worries about the 
family's bowel movements and gives each family member a laxative 
once a week to assure their regularity. The grandfather tries to drown 
Leolo because of being splashed by water. His muscle-bound brother 
continuously gets beat up by a scrawny bullie half his size. And his 
sisters check in and out of the mental hospital. 
In addition to his crazy family Leolo is also confronted with a 
neighbor boy his age who rapes a cat on a bet. The girl next door, 
Bianca, is abeautiful Italian who prostitutes herself to his grandfather. 
It is no wonder Leolo is constantly writing and plotting his escape with 
his dreams. There is only one man who Leolo can confide in, the Word 
Tamer. The Word Tamer, who reads Leolo's throwm away scribblings, 
calms him and encourages him to keep reading and writing to develop 
his artisticly poetic skills so that one day his dreams of escape may 
become a reality. 
This movie is both a comical and shocking tale of the joys and 
horrors of adolescence in a world all to uncertian. However, this all 
to uncertian world sometimes creates in all to uncertian movie in 
which I did not always know whetherl watching a reality scene or a 
dream sequence. 
The film stars Maxime Collin, a newcomer, as Leolo, Ginette Reno, 
acclaimed Canadian singer/entertainer, as the mother who holds the 
family together and French actor Julien Guiomer as the grandfather. 
The soundtrack is as random as the film. It features music ranging 
from sacred worship music to Tom Waits and the Rolling Stones. 
"Leolo"was written and directed by Jean-Claude Lauzon and 
produced by Lyse La Fontaine and Aimee Danis, with Danis and 
Claudette Viau serving as Exewcutive producersand Isabelle Fauvel 
and Jean-Francois Leptit as French co-producer. 
While visiting Sicily about three years ago, the idea for "Leolo" 
came to Lauzon. He says that he felt insanely jealous of Italian 
culture and he gave this trait to his youmg alter-ego, Leolo. The film 
is meant to be much more biographical than his first film "Night 
Zoo". The father character closely resembles Lauzon's own father. 
"My father was a day-laborer, ignorant and violent," Lauzon sais 
at the time of the release of "Night Zoo". "He never got past the 
second grade, and he did time in psychiatric hospital. WE never 
spoke but the whole time I was writing. I never knew why. I guess 
was taking notes!" 
This at first seemingly humorous film begins to take a subde turn 
into the grim life of a boy whose fanatical homelife becomes 
disgusting and sometimes violent. The movie serves also as a 
reminder of all the real horrors many children experience. I m still 
not sure if I really liked this film or not. My suggestion is to go check 
it out for yourself. WARNING: this movie is sometimes graphic and 
often shocking, so if you can' t handle excrimanet and bestaility don' t 
go!!! 
Young adults are predictable 
Trevor Bush 
Staff Writer 
I'm sure many of you readers out there 
have memories, good or bad, of those days at 
summer camp. A situation that you were 
thrust into, not knowing what lied ahead but 
getting through it by making some of the best 
friends of your life.This is the 
very situation that is portrayed in 
Touchstone Pictures "Indian 
Summer" when eight young at 
heart adults are invited back to 
their beloved summer camp for a 
week of camp flashback. The se­
lected returning camp alumni in­
clude: Matthew (V incent Spano), 
Kelly (Julie Warner), Jennifer 
(Elizabeth Perkins), Brad (Kevin 
Pollak), Beth (Diane Lane), Jack 
(Bill Paxton), Jamie (Matt Cra­
ven) and Gwen (Kimberly Wil­
liams). Each one of these middle 
aged campers find themselves picking up 
where they had left off more than twenty 
years ago along with some newly stirred 
emotions and self realization. A brief charac­
ter summary is in order. Matthew and Brad 
are cousins who own a very prosperous cloth­
ing company. Matthew is also married to 
Kelly who was best friends with Jennifer and 
Beth during their camping days. Jamie was 
the camp jock back in his days and has 
brought along his new twenty-one year old 
fiance, you can probably start to guess the 
problems that are going to occur. Finally J ack 
Belston is a hippie art salesman on Sunset 
Blvd.as an excuse to attend more Grateful 
Dead concerts. As all eight of these adults 
It's what seperates the 
boys from the men 
Trevor Bush 
Stiff Writer 
once again assemble along with their unfor­
gettable camp director Uncle Lou (Alan 
Arkin) old friendships are renewed, child­
hood animosities are solved and in the end all 
leave as "fuller and wiser men and women" as 
the trite summer camp saying goes. 
'This Boy's Life" is a film based on Tobias 
Wolffs 1989 award winning autobiography 
of the same title. Set in the 1950's the movie 
tells of Tobias Wolff and his mother's jour­
ney across the country in search of a better 
life. The 1950' s were a time of great hope, the 
war was over, the economy was booming and 
it only looked to get better for the United 
States of America. It was a time to take a 
chance and search for the better life that was 
just around the corner. However for Tobias 
and his mother that corner turned into a never 
ending circle of ill-fated attempts and rela­
tionships. 
Caroline Wolff played by Ellen Barkin is 
the divorced mother of Tobias (Leonardo 
DiCaprio), her teenage son who is quickly 
slipping into belligerent delinquency due to 
the lack of parental guidance. Finally after 
many failed relationships and jobs that don't 
work out Caroline and Tobias end up in the 
Pacific Northwest where she meets Dwight 
Hansen played by Robert De Niro. Dwight is 
a smooth talking country man who offers 
see MAN on page G 
Concert picks 
Compiled by Sterling Calller 
THURSDAY: 
The Beat Farmers and Ceremony with 
Chastity Bono: 
Go celebrate the Belly Up tavern's 10 
year anniversary bash with some party 
bands extrodinaire. At the Belly Up 
tavern, 9 p.m. 143 South Cedros Avenue, 
Solano Beach. 21+Upw/ID. Call 481-
9022 for more info. 
FRIDAY: 
Dinosaur Jr. and Gumball: 
Dinosaur frontman J. Mascis is the closest 
thing to a guitar god that today's college 
scene possesses. This SOMA gig should 
provide a considerably more intimate look 
at his wall of guitar/Neil Young sound 
than his spot at Lollapalooza this summer. 
At SOMA. 8 p.m. 555 Union Street, 
Downtown. All Ages. Tix$13 in 
advance and $15 at the door. 239-SOMA. 
Drivin' N Cryin', Flowerhead, and 
Uncle Joe's Big OP Driven 
Georgia's DNC provide a steady, no-frills 
roots rock sound that invariably gets the 
crowd going. Locals Uncle Joe's... are 
also worth checking out At Iguana's. 8 
p.m. Pueblo Amigo Shopping Center, 




'The Big One" featuring Flatten 
Manhattan, Spring Monkey, 
Ghoulspoon, Psychic Zoo, Freak Seen, 
Buck-O-Nine, Unwritten Law, and 
Electric Kool-Aid. 
Limp dicked Len Raul's attempt to 
sabotage the May Day Festival. For those 
few of you still into that funk thing it 
ought to be a good show, though. At 
SOMA 6 p.m. 555 Union Street, 
Downtown. All Ages. 238-SOMA. 
Shudder To Think, Giant Sand, 
Praeder Willies, and Contra Guerra: 
Dischcad artists and D.C. locals Shudder 
To Think provide a stark contrast to most 
of the Capital's indegeous bands. Instead 
of the usual mutated hardcore, they offer 
swirling Swervedriver-ish guitars and 
soaring soprano vocals. Definitely 
Original. AttheCasbah. 9 p.m. 2812 
KettnerBlvd. 21+w/ID. 294-9033. 
SUNDAY: 
The Treepeople, the Universal Con­
gress of, and Donald Wilson: 
Hailing from North Carolina (it's the next 
Seattle, y' know!) Treepeople are just 
plain good. Also appearing on Tuesday 





Free Show featuring the former 
Boomtown Rat/Star of Pink Floyd's "The 
Wall"/Live Aid Organizer/Nobel Peace 
Prize nominee. At the Belly Up tavern. 9 
p.m. 143 South Cedros Avenue, Solano 
Beach. 21+w/ID. 481-9022. 
WEDNESDAY: 
"Cinco de Mayo" featuring Dead bolt 
and Carnivorous Lunar Activity: 
Cashbah wraps up a killer week with 
some great local talent. 
AttheCasbah. 9p.m. 28l2Kettner 
Blvd. 21+w/ID. 294-9033. 
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Deadbolt is composed of Les Vegas, Rob 
McClane, Harley Davidson, and The Phantom. They 
play instruments. Ancient 50's style rock-a-billy is 
what they're made of. Voodoo billy, to be more 
specific. The band is at it's healthiest after marking a 
third year together and although they have shown to have uglier times, Deadbolt has 
evolved to form somewhat of a cult-ish following with their stage antics. 
"Were probably the worst band in San Diego," said Davidson. "Whatever we lack 
in our musical talents, we make up for in cheezy gimmicks." 
And no cheezy gimmicks are spared. Deadbolt comes complete with a fog 
machine, a dismal theme, and a flavor for making fun of individuals in the crowd. They're 
only toying with the crowd for all of the flack that they initially have to take from them. 
Unlike many electric bands, Deadbolt uses no distortion, but more "echo and 
reverb" in their music. Luckily Deadbolt wasn't asked to play an acoustic set. "Acoustics 
are for people who wanna save the trees," said Davidson. As you can see, they are just 
about the closest that any band can get to an "Anti-politically correct band," as stated by 
Davidson. 
For a band that believes that they are the "next evolution of punk," Deadbolt sure 
has a good attitude to balance out the spooky type of music they play. "We're basically 
crusty old men who look like truck drivers playing music," said Davidson. 
For those going to the May Day Festival, Deadbolt has included a "couple O' 
chicks" to spruce the entertainment. Davidson said that they aren't going to dance or 
anything, they'll probably just smoke a cigarette or something. 
On the Main Stage: 
Artefakto, aMiniature, Bad Mood Zeus, Baba Yaga, 
Blacksmith Union, Burning Hands, Creedle, Deadbolt, dig, 
Electric Love Hogs, fluf, Honey Glaze, Inch, KingMother, 
Lord Bvron, Lucy's Fur Coat, Naked Earth, Radio Wendy, rust 
Secret Society, Three Mile Pilot & Well Strung to Hang 
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Creedle 
Half Man, Half Pie 
Headhunter/Cargo 
••••/ 
It's the album of the century!!! (See 
interview). 
Helicopter 
The Trombino Sessions 
Headhunter/Cargo 
This new release is not actually new. The 
songs are fairly aged and have been played to 
an extreme at Helicopter's live shows. 
Labeled The Trombino Sessions because 
of the work that Drive Like Jehu drummer, 
J • • • ' • • 




THE BE8T OF 8AN DIEGO'S BAND8 
Benefitting Sen Uego Youth 6 Community Sepias JJ Homeless and Wiimay Teen Programs 
F E S T I V A L  
Band line-up chosen fiy random draining at IO JO am on the day of the show. 
Nffl(taistoai(,s GDnopsft 
Natasha's Ghost is Kelly Neill 
(vocals) Daniel de la Isla (guitar/ 
bass), Robert Westlind (guitar/bass) 
and Johnny V. (Drums). Although 
their usual set is energetic, power­
ful and grunge sound, they will be 
tantalizing the more delacate-eared 
listener on the acoustic stage. Their 
set will feature Theresa Scott on 
cello and Elizabeth Sledge on 
violin. Not the usual, but a pleasant 
change from the norm. 
A previous self-titled release on Cargo records has given them national attention, but their 
current goal is a stretch away from such a produced sound. This album was before their 
updated performing entity in their live show. It is not the kind of sound Natasha's Ghost 
wanted to portray anymore. So they changed. Of course their acoustic show is even more of 
a change from their more permanent change, but it will contain other qualities that you just 
can't hear (or see) at their regular shows. So get ready to see Natasha's Ghost... Un­
plugged. On the Acoustic Stage: 
Band of Gold, C.L.A., Hate Romance, Russell Hayden, 
Mark Trombino did to help mix the album. 
Helicopter drummer Dave Helper also as­
sisted in the process. 
Helicopter came together in 1988 and be­
gan playing mostly local shows around the 
time of groups like Olivelawn and Pitchfork 
were yet to be mentioned. With those days 
done and gone, many bands were abolished 
in one way or another, but Helicopter's cir­
cumstances were different. Bassist John 
Vemetti was diagnosed as having Hodgkin's 
disease, a terminal form of cancer. 
Numerous operations were no deterrent 
for the band's incentive to play live and 
continue recording this album. Unfortunately, 
on Jan. 5,1992, Vemetti died. 
This was the breaking point in the bands 
career where it was better to retire Helicopter, 
then try to play it out. Previously unreleased 
songs recorded before Vernetti's death were 
mixed for the new CD release. 
The seven-song creation was undergone in 
a another time with different circumstances 
when it was "like an art project" according to 
Helper. "It's more within an existing musical 
vein." 
It is what will soon be the roots of San 
Diego classic rock. "Apathy" and "Bridge 
Too Long" hit hard while "Mantras" eases 
you into slowly into and out of a deep depres­
sion. "Death of a Queen Bee" is one of the 
best songs on the album which can also be 
found on the Headhunter compilation, 
He ads tart to Purgatory. 
Helper does not expect to profit exuber­
antly from Helicopter's music. The album is 
more of a monument for which Vernetti's 
friends can remember him by and a comer-




Natasha's Ghost, The Rug Burns & This Reality 
call 278-TIXS. For mora information call tha Bill Silva Presents Concert Line- 570-1222 
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SATURDAY, MAY 1 • DOORS AT 11am 
STARLIGHT BOWL, BALBOA PARK 
TICKETS ONLY $10 ADVANCE, $12 AT DOOR • ALL AGES 
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I n c h  
Inch was born in March of 1992 
with members Pippin, Stimy, Mike 
Paprocki and Dave Helper. Origi­
nally urning to call themselves 
Grinch, they discovered that there 
was already a band with that name. 
Even though they liked the name, 
two others forked off from the one. 
It was either Grin or Inch and guess 
which one they ended up with. 
Drummer Dave Helper may be a 
name that rings a bell. Helper was 
previously in Helicopter (see re­
view), but now is an Inch full-timer. 
The latest release by Inch is their 
Oxidizer 7-inch on Redemption 
Records. The two songs, "Oxidizer" 
and "Coil" seem to have similar 
qualities of Helicopters' music, but 
more on an updated level. 
Helper believes that Inch is quite 
different than his other music 
experiences. The band is focused 
more on promotions and getting 
somewhere with their music through 
playing live and putting out record­
ings and other things that bands do. 
Still a part of him pulls back to just 
making the music for pure enjoy-
V^ment. 
Creedle is Dr. Gein (Enterprise drum kit), Pie Boy 
(BassandVocals),DevonE.Levins(Guitar), Stretch 
(keyboards and samples) and Scraps (Saxophone). 
Forayearandahalf the band has been sailingthe seas 
of nightclubs playing with an unspecified amount of 
local bands and hosfingamini-tour of the desert But 
thal'snot the poinL Creedle isnot the "next big thing" 
to comeoutofSanDiegoand at the same time they're 
not the worst band thatever lived Although theymay 
seem modest at times, their music is phenomenal 
punk with a sideshow erf psychadelia They make 
their quiiky tunes far the pure fun of it 
Participants: Dr. Gein on drums and Stretch on 
keyboards. 
—What's with the pseudo names? 
Dr. Gein—Wedidn'twantanyonetoknow who we 
really are; they might kill us. Or come to our homes. 
No it's just comedy ... 
Stretch — We're superheros. We're trying to be 
superheros. 
Dr. Gein—We're all in fantasy land 
Stretch—WeremetaLWe'retryingtobemetaLWe 
want to be just like Rocket 
—Tell me the story of Pieboy: the 
person and the song. 
Stretch—I don't know anything about him. 
Dr. Gein—Oursingerusedtodeliverpiesforaliving 
and people thought that that was all grimy. Some­
times he would open up the trunk of his car and the 
whole trunk was just full of pies that were left over 
fiomhisrouteduringthedayandsofourguysinarow 
kinda just started calling each other names. Like 
Pieboy aid stuff. 
Stretch—He was the first one withafake name. So 
I think we just all felt pretty left ouL They gave me 
mine. I really did not have anything to do with it. 
— And the song? 
Dr. Gein — We wrote tha actually before Pieboy 
waseveninthebandOratleastpartsofit. There were 
just parts laying around 
OI OOK—DidPieboyeverleamhowtoplay 
bass? 
Dr. Gein—He still has not learned how to play bass. 
Stretch—No I don't know how to play bass either. 
i _ — What about Stretch with key­
boards? 
Dr. Gein—I suck at keyboards even worse 
Stretch—I'm terrible too. But I am a good singer. 
OUTLOOK—Really? 
Stretch—No, not really. 
— What's with the Headhunter 
comix? 
Dr. Gein—We had several ideas and we just wanted 
something that wasn't just standard We wanted 
something that wascoolandfunny.Our whole theme 
was like: happy, fun, lighten up it's not so bad enjoy 
life a little bit you fucking dick. Right? So we were 
throwing ideas up in the air and I was like: "What do 
youguysthinkaboutinaybehavingacomicbookand 
making funnies of Creedle?" So I had some comics 
that we looked through and we had something like 
this and something like that drawn up. 
—So there is really a Creedle Comix? 
Dr. Gein—No. But we'd like to have one. Maybe 
later. We have a million ideas, we just can't produce 
them. 
—HowdidtheCDreleasepartygo? 
Dr. Gein—It was fun. 
Stretch—It was fun, we just saw the video. 
Dr. Gein — It was terrible. 
Stretch—It sounded a little reckless, but it was a lot 
of fun. 
QUI K — Did you seD a lot of CD's? 
Dr. Gein—Wesoldasmanyas wecould Wesold 
a lot of shirts... which was one. No (kidding), but 
it was cool 
— Do you know how sales have 
been going around town? 
Dr. Gein — Rumor fas it that it's selling really 
good. 
Stretch — I didn't even know that but... 
Dr. Gein — It's selling really good. 
Stretch—It's selling really good. The really good 
band. 
Dr. Gein—Hey! It's selling really good (mimick­
ing a consumer) What's up with this Creedle, eh? 
Stretch—We need to get stickers on the front erf 
everyone's... 
Dr. Gein—'It's selling really good." 
Stretch— It's selling really good. 
Dr. Gein—CreedleCD: it'ssellingreallygoodSo 
all of our friends rushed out and bought em so... 
— How and why did you pick 
Creedle as a name? 
Stretch—It's acolor of yellow thatweall like. We 
like to wear a lot of creedle clothing in that shade of 
yellow. So ...that's it 
Dr. Gein—It means whatever you want it 
Stretch — It's half way between that and tha 
(pointing to a green and a brown piece of paper). 
i/MM — Is that a Pan tone color? 
All—(Laugh) 
Dr. Gein—PMS # 36. No, it's really justa meaning-
lessword. 
—W hat Ls unk)ue about Creedle (the 
band, stupid, not the name)? 
Dr. Gein—Were probably the dorkiest band thatever 
was. We all agree on thaL 
Stretch — We don't actually play on stage, we just 
carry the equipment to the gig And then our roadies 
Play. 
— Why? 
Dr. Gein—We're just geeks and we look funny on 
stage, play music that's funny to us. I dunno. What we 
do is really funny to us. We get a kick out of it and it' s 
fun. 
Stretch—I think that sometimes people can't tell that 
it's funny and they look at us like... 
Dr. Gein — They don't understand that we're like 
laughin' sometimes and... 
Stretch—we're making fun of all that 
.OOK—Are you making fun of yourselves 
or the crowd? 
Stretch—Well, both. 
Dr. Gein—We're making fun of everything. 
Stretch—I think it's making fun of all that rock and 
rda, hard-ass stuff. 
Dr. Gein—Heavy metal. 
Stretch—But, ya, I think we all like that too so we're 
pretty funny too. It's not that you can'tget into that, but 
when you stand backand look at it all it'spretty funny. 
It's pretty cartoonish. 
—What big bands do you make fun 
of the most? 
Dr. Gein—Van Halen. 
Stretch — But they're our favorite band, actually. 
Which is funny. 
irr.OOK—What's next for Creedle? 
Stretch—There's a 7-inch that we are going to record 
with Mark Trombino (Drive Like Jehu). And we're 
going to play on the live Casbah compilation: and it's 
gonna ROCK! 
DLL; OOK —Is Deadbolt going to be part of it? 
Joanna (Manager)—It's all of the cargo bands. 
— Creedle can't be all that bad 
because DeadboB says they are the worst band in 
San Diego. 
Stretch—So we can't be that 
Dr.Gdn—We're fee toughest band. 
Stretch—Okay. We're called the worst, but not quite 
asbadas Deadbolt band.Okay .Wish wcwcrcDeadbolt 
band. Uh, what else? We're going on tour in Septem­
ber. 
J. 
For you faithful readers out there 
who read the article on Honey Glaze earlier 
in the semester, here is a short update on 
what they've been up to and where they're 
going. 
The band has just recently ended a 





into some whoppin' big stars like Chili 
Pepper Anthony Keidis. They will be 
touring through Texas, New Mexico, 
Arizona and more of Southern California. 
Honey Glaze is glad to be a part 
of the May Day festival but there are 
certain negative aspects that are drawn 
from the whole ordeal. According to bassist 
Josh Higgins, they regret that "so many 
other good bands did not get to play," in 
the festival. "Hopefully they will do it 
again with other bands," added Higgins. 
One thing for sure is that the 
festival "brings the music scene closer 
together" and so to celebrate, Honey Glaze 
will be playing some new songs. 






The Story Of My Life 
Imago 
•••• 
Since the break up of the Pixies, other 
bands have taken root to carry on a similar 
sound. These two new releases carry qualities 
of the Pixies. If you have not heard already, 
Black Frances (ex-Pixies vocalist) has 
changed his name to Frank Black to release 
his self-titled debut. And Pere Ubu has been 
around so long that it wouldn't be surprising 
if I were to say that the Pixies sounded a lot 
like Pere Ubu. 
Frank Black is closer to the Pixies than 
Story ofMy Life, but PereUbu's music sounds 
like a pre-fabricated Pixies that is really in­
triguing to the ear. 
Sprouting from the mid-70's Cleveland 
music scene, Pere Ubu's vocalist David Tho­
mas branches off from the pre-punk, volatile 
pioneers Rocket From The Tombs. Thomas' 
current band continues to test new waters by 
seeking a less produced album than on 
Cloudland and Words In Collision, their last 
two releases. Story of My Life brings you a 
variety of songs to continue the experiment 
that Thomas's previous band was notorious 
for. This is something that you don't usually 
get from your typical seminal influences of 
today because of so much bandwagon jump­
ing. 
"Come Home" and "Kathleen" ring in 
tunes from Bossanova while others like "Post­
card" and "Wasted" are too oblique to be 
related to the Pixies. "Honey Moon" and 
"Sleep Walk" tempt your emotions into a 
tasty bliss that no other could create. The ten 
song album gradually works it's way up from 
song to song to earn your trust That's prob­
ably why the title track is nearing the end of 
the song list; to make it the most exciting. 
Frank Black has probably learned a thing 
or two from Thomas and used those skills to 
his advantage. His ability to play off old 
Pixies songs is patented by the involvement 
of former band member, Joey Santiago (ex-
Pixies guitarist) and, of course, his own expe­
rience. The majority is quite exceptional. 
see PIXIES on page F 
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Especially "Brackish Boy" and the first single, 
"Los Angeles." 
Black's album was originally planned out 
to be a collection of cover songs by his 
favorite artists but the only song that re­
mained after writing up a storm was "Hang 
On To Your Ego" by Brian Wilson which is 
probably the worst song on the album. "Adda 
Lee" seems a spruced up version of Ubu's 
"Kathleen," but a terrible mimic of the one 
and only original. Why didn't Frank Black 
just play a They Might Be Giants or Pere Ubu 
cover instead of the lame Brian Wilson song? 
The same became of the Pixies cover of The 
Jesus and Mary Chain's "Head On" in Trompe 
Le Monde. It just wasn't up to par or in any 
way able to compete with the original. I am 
glad that Frank Black was creative enough to 
write enough songs to fill the gap of poorly 
selected covers for this album. 
Both albums are eminent for this point of 
release even if they are using recycled mate­
rial here and there that was dug up from the 
back of their minds. CD booklets are pure 
rave paraphernalia that depicts an aspect of 
their futuristic music, but leaves out the punk 
in the art 
—Chris Woo 
Jude Cole 
Start The Car 
Reprise 
••••1/2 
Jude Cole isn't one to adhere to the tried and 
true. Every sooften, an album comes along that 
defies the traditional belief that an artist must 
subscribe to a formula in order to succeed. 
While this regrettably is often the case, Jude 
Cole's sophomore effort, Start The Car, is an 
exception. Put simply, it compels one to listen 
from start to finish, combining folk rock, blues 
and traditional rock 'n roll into a unique, musi­
cal casserole. 
Released last October, Start The Car has 
received some airplay for the single "Start The 
Car," and more recently 'Tell The Truth." 
These songs are examples of the wide range of 
musical styles present on the album. Cole's 
sound is remniscient of John Mellencamp and 
J U D E  C O L E  
I H  I  c * R  
Bruce Springsteen, while at the same time 
maintaining its own individual sound. High­
lights of the album include "First Your Money 
(Then Your Clothes)," "Worlds Apart" and the 
explosive "It Comes Around." 
Aside from the aforementioned singles, Cole 
has received almost no publicity or airplay for 
his efforts. 1990 saw the release of his debut 
album, View from 2nd Street, which unfortu­
nately did not receive much attention. Cole's 
lyric ability, however, is a virtually untapped 
gold mine. On Start The Car he covers such 
subjects as infidelity, ambition, and success, 
exorcising all manners of "demons" from his 
proverbial closet There appear to be many of 
them, and Cole isn't afraid to bring them into 
the open. 
Start The Car was produced by James 
Newton Howard, a very capable musician in 
his own right known primarily for his moving 
scores to countless motion pictures. J ude Cole' s 
urgent often breathless vocals are matched 
well with his selection of session musicians, 
consisting of keyboardist Howard, drummer 
John Robinson and bassist Neil Stubenhaus. 
'Tell The Truth" also features the late Toto 
drummer, Jeff Porcaro. 
This album is a captivating work from its 
opening chords. The title is doubtlessly an 
analogy to the start of what will surely be a 
stellar career for someone who has more than 
paid his dues. Jude Cole has arrived, and the 






"It's a satanic drug thing... You wouldn't 
understand." 
So says the inside cover to Monster 
Magnet's last release Spine of God, summing 
up this psychedelic sludge-rick band's view 
on their world. 
The brainchild of singer/guitarist/ 
songwriter/producer, David Wyndorf, Mon­
ster Magnet is a band that combines a steady 
diet of drugs (LSD, pot, cocaine, and pills are 
all mentioned in songs) with visions of mys­
tical universes and delusions of godhood to 
form a 90's version of sixties psychedelia. 
Utilizing the currently fashionable crunchy 
riffs (dare I say grungy?) and mixing them 
with lots of delays and otherwise spacey 
effects, Superjudge is a high school stoner's 
wet dream — a band that you can sit around 
and go "Wow, man. Trip" to and rock out to, 
too. 
It's a formula that is by no means original, 
as heavy Sabbath and Grand Funk Railroad 
influences can be heard throughout. Still, 
they add some of the hip fuzz that seems to be 
so popular with the kids these days to make 
this revivalist drug fest a necessity for your 
audio system. The songs range from hard, 
fast mind-fucks like "Dinosaur Vacume" to a 
steady progression from some plodding riffs 
to maniacal space jamming on the title track. 
To be honest, though, the psychedelics are 
really pretty basic stuff, and don't add much 
to the music, but they don't hurt it either. 
Even the contrived Eastern sounding tune 
"Black Balloon" is fun, even if it's scitar 
sounds are really gratuitous and stupid. 
While on Spine of God, Wyndorff kept his 
hallucinations of otherworldly unions with 
demons sonewhat subdued, Superjudge's il­
lusions of grandeur are painfully over-the-
top. The lyrics, with all their ambition, are 
about the dumbest, most overwrought things 
I've ever heard. The only vision I get from 
lyrics like "Kiss the mouth of the scorpion, 
baby/ 'cause Odin sayeth it's time" are of 
dancing Oompa-Loompa's in viking suits. 
Moreover, Wyndorf's delivery, formerly a 
whiny, occasionally powerful Mark Arm-ish 
kind of voice, is now rife with classic rock 
growling and axaggerated authority. It usually 
works, but on tracks like the Willie Dixon cover 
"Evil (IsGoingDown)"itdescendsintothepitsof 
dopey Danzigdom. When Wyndorf tones down 
this stuff, however, his "I am the Center of the 
Universe" ravings are considerably more effec­
tive as on "Cyclops Revolution" when he utters 
the lines"I'm alive/I'm alive/I'm ALIVE/not you 
... /I've got mine / I've got mine!/ I'VE GOT 
MINE—FUCK YOU." 
For those of you looking for lyrical godhood 
and intellectual stimulation, stay away from Mon­
ster Magnet like the plague. If all you want is a 
great soundtrack to suck bong loads and Jim 
Beam to, Superjudge is aboutas groovey as it gets, 
brother. —Sterling Collier 
.SUB 
SUPER STUDENT DEAL!!!! 
FREE CHIPS & 22oz DRINK 
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY FOOTLONG SANDWICH 
NO COUPON NECESSARY 
JUST SHOW US YOUR STUDENT I.D. 
OFFER GOOD AT 1122 MORENA BLVD. LOCATION ONLY 
THRU SPRING '93 FINALS 
275-6999 
Earn up to 15 units this summer 
at SDSWs 
Summer 
June 1- August 20, 1993 
• Nine sessions begin throughout the summer. 
• More than 750 courses from 47 departments! 
• Uncrowded campus — no parking congestion 
Register by mail now, or in person 
beginning May 3, at the College of 
Extended Studies, 5630 Hardy Avenue 
8:30 am - 4:30 pm 




for information or to 
have a free catalog 
mailed to you! 
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The God Machine 
Scenes From The Second Story 
A & M 
•/•1/2 
The God Machine, music for your 
uneasy listening pleasure. The sounds 
that fill your mind after hearing this 
band resembles mixed up brain waves. 
What is neat about this band is that they 
are originally from San Diego and then 
moved to England. They are a Ministry 
mix with little Jane's Addiction on the 
side. Their music is their country and 
they are well traveled. They travel from 
high mountains to the low valleys with 
their music. They debut with Scenes 
From The Second Story. 
The God Machine have been friends 
since they were children. Each knows 
the other as well as he knows himself. 
They wanted some excitement so they 
packed what clothes they had and 
moved to Britain, where they lived 
together inaunheated room. Soon they 
scraped together enough money for 
essentials. They practiced for a year 
straight and soon they woe ready for 
the London underground. There devo­
tion earned them a following, and there 
intense performances earned them a 
EP. In 1991 "Purity" debuted. 
Overall this CD is descent. The fiist 
two songs are hard and aggressive and 
knock you down the first time you hear 
them. Then the other songs start get­
ting really weird. I started to wonder 
what drug they were on when they 
wrote these songs. But another inter­
esting fact about this band is that while 
recording they just improvise. When 
they first recorded some of there songs 
they were over 30 minutes long. The 
cut them extensively, to 8 minutes and 
below. Theresultis 80 minutesof mind 
numbing expression. Good to work­
out to also. —Joe Brenkle 
Museums offer diverse exhibits 
Matt Morgan 
StaffWriler 
Living in San Diego, people 
have countless opportunities for 
entertainment and cultural ad­
vancement. There are so many 
attractions, in fact, that decid­
ing what to see often puts even 
the most decisive person into 
quandary. While there are al­
ways common standbys such as 
the San Diego Zoo, Sea World 
and Old Town, among others, 
there are also many local muse­
ums that, while lesser known, 
nonetheless offer many diverse 
and interesting exhibits. Here 
at the VISTA, we have taken 
the initiative to outline some of 
these fine institutions for your 
convenience. While we realize 
that there are other equally wor­
thy exhibits out there, space 
constraints prohibit us from list­
ing all of them. 
The San Diego Museum of 
Art, the county's largest visual 
arts institution, offers "Art 
Alive 1993," an exhibition of 
floral arrangements modeled on 
paintings in the Museum's per­
manent collection. This collec­
tion includes Asian art, Italian 
Renaissance, Spanish Old Mas­
ters and 20th Century painting 
and sculpture. "Art Alive," a 
fundraiser benefitting the 
Museum's education programs, 
closes May 1, so hurry! The 
museum will also feature the 
"William S. Paley Collection" 
from June 12 thru October 3, 
which includes paintings by 
Cezanne, Picasso, Matisse, De­
gas, and Toulouse-Lautrec, 
among others. The Museum is 
located in Balboa Park, which 
also houses the San Diego Aero­
space Museum and Natural His­
tory Museum. 
The California Center for the 
Arts, located in Escondido, will 
feature "Local Production: San 
Diego Artists" from May 15 thru 
July 31. This multidisciplinary 
exhibit includes paintings, 
sculptures, and installations 
ranging from clothing made of 
aluminum cans (and other re­
cycled goods) to colorfully 
painted 18th century furniture. 
Part of the exhibit also features 
an exploration of feminine mo­
tifs (hearts and flowers) as 
found on paintings and furni­
ture. The Center is a brand new 
structure that, when completed, 
will include a 1500 seat concert 
hall, theater, sculpture garden, 
visual arts center and more. The 
grand opening of the entire com­
plex is scheduled for fall. 
Given San Diego's culturally 
diverse environment, it stands 
to reason that certain exhibits 
would be ethnically oriented. 
There are two museums in town 
that fulfill theseends—theCentro 
Cultural de la Raza in Balboa Park, 
and the African American Fine Arts 
Museum. The Centro Cultural of­
fers "Cross-Poly-Nation," a 6 week 
festival exploring the cultures of 
San Diego and the Mexican border 
area. The exhibit, which opened 
April 24, consists of many things, 
the highlight being a set of plays 
about cultural diversity performed 
by visiting theatre companies from 
San Diego, San Francisco and New 
York. There will also be lectures, 
films, concerts, etc. at locations 
throughoutSan DiegoandTijuana. 
The Centro is dedicated to the pro­
motion of indigenous Mexican and 
Chicano culture and art in the bor­
der region. 
The African American Museum 
of Fine Arts (AAMFA) presents 
"Young Voices, Young Images," a 
children' s exhibition of writers and 
illustrators, which will run through 
May 30 at the S an Diego Repertory 
Theatre in Horton Plaza. The ex­
hibit focuses on writers and illus­
trators of African American 
children's books, and was devel­
oped in order to build positive im­
ages for children and promote lit­
eracy within the African American 
community. 
These exhibits amount to only 
a fraction of those available in 
San Diego County. Cultural op­
portunities exist to satiate al­
most every type of artistic pref­
erence. If it's not in San Diego, 
wait a few weeks and it prob­
ably will be! 
Now that you have some idea of 
what is available in our fine 





continued from page C 
Caroline a stable home and a sense 
of security. After Caroline accepts 
his hand in marriage Tobias finds 
himself in the isolated hick town of 
Concrete, Washington with a 
tyrannic and abusive step-father 
who will stop at nothing to get 
Tobias back in line. Thrust into this 
situation of seemingly no escape, 
Tobias is forced to confront himself 
in a way never before possible in 
order to find out what it means to be 
a man and plot his escape from a life 
with no future. The movie has one 
very major underlying theme and 
that is a clash between the real and 
the ideal. Bov's Life magazinenlavs 
a very symbolic role in this clash, in 
that the magazine pictures the ide­
alized way of life which everybody 
strives for, although some have it 
harder than others. The magazine is 
also where the title was originated. 
In short the movie is about hope and 
the spirit of youth. It is about a boy 
who takes a very negative and de­
structive situation and by his own 
strength of spirit turns it around into 
something positive and thus be­
comes a man. 
NOTHING'S 
FOREIGN TO US. 
Robert's German, Swedish, Japanese & Jeep 
At Robert's, we specialize in foreign cars. And our huge inventory 
of shipped parts means your car will be returned FAST. 
And, of course, all work is fully guaranteed by 
Robert's Stress-Free Guarantee! 
For expert service on your import car, visit Robert's today! 
ROBERT'S 
German-Swedish* Japanese* Jeep 
1 O S MS90NBAYM. 
1 
275-1132 
4630 Mission Bay Dr. 
ZCtB Vit« tD prirtv'r 
CINCO DEMAYO 
^ r-N.• •ACAPULCO STYLE 
Wednesday May 5th 
SM-4? * LIVE D.J. & DANCING 
FROM 3PM 
DUNK TANK 
* TRIP GIVEAWAYS * 
jc -
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Phone 260-8124 D / /  < 
MON.-FRl.:7am to 5:30pm. SATURDAYS: 8am to 5pm 
H » Outlook Recycle the VISTA April 29,1993 
How To Cram For Summer 
Rent Now And Get 4 Months 
For The Price Of 3* 
It's amazing how much stuff you can cram into one Public Storage rental space for 
the summer. It's even more amazing how little you'll pay. We have lots of private 
spaces in many convenient sizes at affordable monthly rates. Show your Student ID 
and get 4 months for the price of 3.* 
EPUBLIC STORAGE 
RENTAL SPACES 
1 Furniture, sports equipment 
1 Household goods, books 
1 Business storage, too 
1 Temporary or long term 
f— With This Coupon 
Rent Now And Get 4 Months For The Price Of 3!* 
Just Show Your Student ID 
SAN DIEGO-MORENA 
984 Sherman Street 
Next to Auto Parts Club and 
Ten Iro Restaurant 
260-0140 
MISSION BAY 
5175 Pacific Hwv 
Next to Highway Patrol 
and 9|X Radio Station 
299-8855 
'Subject to availability on selected sires . Limit one space per customer. New rentals only. Does not include applicable 
deposits or fees. Offer expires Mav 30, 1993. VSP93 
I 1 
GET CA$H FOR YOUR 
TEXTBOOKS AT 





MAY 6 9:00 - 5:00 
MAY 7 9:00 - 4:00 
MAY 10- 11 9:00 - 5:00 
MAY 12 - 13 9:00 - 6:00 
MAY 14 9:00-4:00 
MAY 17 9:00 - 5:00 
MAY 18 9:00 - 6:00 





OFF GIFT WARE AND 
CLOTHING 
I V E R S I T Y  O F  S A N  D I E G O  
•TOREROS MAY 3 - 8 
F USD BOOKSTORE "" 
. 260-4551 
Monday - Thursday 9:00 - 6:00 






WITH THIS AD 
5401 Linda Vista Rd., #407 
San Diego, CA 92110 
(619) 297-5900 
(across from USD lower entrance) 
VISA /mi is rrr#/c0/. 
buy one 
and receive the second 1/2 price!!! 
1 
ATTENTION 
STUDENT LOAN RECIPIENTS 
f you have received a FEDERAL PERKINS LOAN or aTRUST LOAN, 
^ou are required to appear for an EXIT INTERVIEW before you 
graduate, leave, or transfer from the University of San Diego. 
Exit Interviews will be held at the University Center, room 107, on the 
following dates: 
MONDAY, MAY 3,1993 12:00 TO 1:00 PM 
TUESDAY, MAY 4,1993 6:00 TO 7:00 PM 
THURSDAY, MAY 6,1993 3:00 TO 4:00 PM 
f you cannot appear at one of these sessions, you must contact Loan 
Administration, Maher 100, at 260-4660, to make other arrangements 
your Exit Interview requirement. 
Recipients of the Marion Hubbard Loan, Graduate Education Loan, 
3ulf Oil Loan, or Raskob Loan, should also contact Loan 
Administration for their Exit Interview information. 
